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Mr. J. Neal Blue, President, Chairman 
and Chief Executive Oficer 

General Atomics 
P.O. Box 85608 
San Diego, CA 92188-5V08

SUBJECT: ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE NO. 9226 FOR THE 
GA-4 PACKAGE (TAC NO. L22363)

Dear Mr. Blue: 

In accordance with the application dated August 31. 1994, as supplemented, and pursuant to 
Part 71 to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, enclosed Is Certificate of Compliance 
No. 9226, Revision 0, for the Model No. GA-4 package and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) staff's Safety Evaluation Report.  

It Is Important to note that the Certificate has been conditioned in two areas that are different 
from your request. First, authorized fuel assemblies with missing fuel pins shall not be shipped 
unless dummy fuel pins that displace an equal amount of water have been Installed in the 
assembly. Second, based on your shielding analysis and the NRC staff's confirmatory 
calculations, the minimum Initial enrichment is 3.0 wt. percent uranium-235 for authorized fuel 
types with a maximum bumup of 35,000 MWd/MTU and cooled for a minimum of 10 years.  There Is no minimum Initial enrichment restriction for the authorized fuel types which have been 
cooled for 15 years or longer. $ 

General Atomics has been registered as the holder of the Certificate of Compliance for this 
package.  

There are no registered users of the package under the general license provisions of 
10 CFR 71.12 or49 CFR 173.471.  

This approval constitutes authority to ue this package for shipment of radioactive material and 
for the package to be shipped in accordance with the provisions of 49 CFR 173.471.
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J. N. Blue 2 

If you have any questions regarding issuance of this certificate, please contact the Project 
Manager, Tim McGinty, at (301) 415-8580.  

Sincerely, 

original /s/ by

William F. Kane, Director 
Spent Fuel Project Office 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 

and Safeguards

Docket No.: 71-9226

Enclosures: 1. Certificate of Compliance No. 9226 
2. Safety Evaluation Report

cc: Mr. James K. O'Steen 
Department of Transportation 

Dr. Keith E. Asmussen 
General Atomics
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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT 

Model No. GA-4 
Legal Weight Truck Spent Fuel Shipping Cask 

Certificate of Compliance No. 9226 
Revision No. 0 

Summary 
By application dated August 31, 1994, as supplemented, General Atomics (GA) requested 
approval of the Model No. GA-4 Legal Weight Truck Spent Fuel Shipping Cask as a Type B(U)F 
package. Based on the statements and representations In the application as supplemented, 
and the conditions listed In the Certificate of Compliance (CoC), the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) staff has concluded that the Model No. GA-4 package meets the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 71.  

References 

GA-4 Legal Weight Truck Spent Fuel Shipping Cask Safety Analysis Report (SAR), dated 
August 5, 1998.  

Background 

GA application dated August 31, 1994.  

GA supplements dated October 7, 1996; January 31, and November 4, 1997; and 
August 5, 1998.  

NOTE: The section/paragraph numbering in this Safety Evaluation Report (SER) follows the 
Standard Review Plan format.
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REVIEW OBJECTIVE *A .  

T~.he~objectivi.*bt this 'chapter Is to document that 
consideration by the staff In the lic'ensing proces 

~.relevant ~akg nformation, lincluding'lntended 
~ descriptlon o the"p~kgln, operational feature 

* 1.5.1 GenerailSAR Formna't:, 
IT ieAoci i preprd ,In accordance Mwt 

'Frm"ai tird C o~nten At 6orPairt 71 Api t ' I*'r 
Radioactive 'Material.*,, 

NA' 

1.5.2 Package Design Informiation 

After the NRC staff r 'elv~ed~theinit iaI a-pplicatio 
'conducted an initial accep-tan'c'''evie'w Thle'NR 
coýitain~d ~iffic'ieht lnf~m~iti66nf1 *in, it's- re'vie 

A~~~~~~o 4,atA~A .. ~~* 

A.~~1 
4. ,. 

- ~ A A 
!vhe prgampthat~ wa sfo the prequremnt to tanport 

.(PWr) ipe fa~r(5l ass? grjablisa n cisiesithvrus 
moifcaio, OAA'd uii appoa was ~ 

:date'AAA is. Wi63,'0 

V AA 

1 522 Qalit~ssrane(QA Prgra

nton Review 

the application ,contains sufficient depth 
s. by,(1) demonrstrialng anI 6overview of 
,use;`and,(2) including 'a' Su6mmary 
s, I'and 'contenits aidequate to provide 
it ihi 'ii' aU6ind operating abjectly 

hi RegulatoryAGuide (RG) .7.9, .~tandard 
'Ap~provail "of Packaging for

j.or 

es.

n for a CoC, dated August 31, 1994, it 
6Cstaff determined that the application 
W.  

pto~four.intact pressurized-water reactor 

vision A17. ,GA.has an NRC-approved QA 
hdix'B of .O,CFR Part 50. CThe previously 

,ie'nsof Part 71', Subpart H. The 
testing, procurement, ,rnalntena nee, repair, 
' July 19, 1979. ind-.the',curreint expiration

It I



S • ' 5.1.2.3 Proposed UselContent&ýý'--:• 
" .•,-,,e .GAALegal Might S t Ship Casklpackage), wil be used for truck 

rin•• sportof upto four intact PWRspent fue 3 asmblie 'as anexckiiau e package, in 
. a an .WhPart 71 and 49'CFR , 7 -P a r 

4. * 

,(1). Typesand Form of Material: 

" ': ". ;-',Intact fuel assemblies.- Ful with known or~su .pea•d cladding defects greater than 
;'"'• ""hairlinie ckk'or'Olnhole lekik is~fit i'u'h6irzed fdrishipment.  
Theb. :Th fegl W eithot rrcpent Fue Shipnn te GA-4 paackage ls lrradated u14sed for t5Au5 

transPo R of l ap intflemblies with a•nex 'cuxidesNO ppllet.BIoj l..n~diation, the macg mum 
a ccordncmewrt of an d torbe transpt ,, i3.15 Ornt 6j bwight of uranium-235 

"f.. U).'The'total Initial uriniuin content is not t~ekr.,e 407Kg pei assembly for 14x14 

';,(1) 46 K Tyenpoifae riai:.  

.' .ntatfue-Ue assemblies arauthowithd towbe oransported wiah or without cots reer tha 
"c•P-Fuel assembl•s'with ura(. .oxie fu" pehllets. Beforad the maximum 

eh~ihmet o an assmblto'e Spaceprse is 3.5prcnI w peciigh of uelm-3 

I'6646 isfly,.i ,,) SpaF rshai be ui sed for the seii ultps

I . -4� *tt4-4 

I �: 

k 

I 

�4� 

4.4� 

2"

44 - 4 4

4 4 444 4 4445 44444 
4..- -4 *.-s.4'-' 4 4 4 

.4. *44 -. .44 4444. . . . .4 4-

' . •~5 5[.1FJWN1 1115JUI.I ~lO |~ Law IdU. iUOW.•. " 

d. The maximum luinu6 for each fuel assembly Is 35,000 MWd/MTU with a minlmum 
cooling timeof 10 years aind a inrimum enrichment of 3.0 percent.by weight of 28U or 
45,000.MWd/UMTu wit minirnurni cooling tirmeof 15 years (no minimum enrichment).  

e. Tlh;e maximum assembtlydicay heat of an Individual assembly Is 0.617 kW. The 
rnaxim)um total aill bleo1biecsk heat load is 2.468 kW (including control components and 
~othier,NFAH tvhen Present).•\ •..  

f. The PWRfuel.assembly types authorized for transport are listed In Table 1.1 below. All 
parameters are desigrn nomirial valuei.

4
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j7-•'. 4 t "",4' , '' . -4-'•*: " ,"' '°.f.4 • "., -. *.4 • 4.•.,'4. ', -" -4.., 

* 4 

.- Table 1.1 - PWR Fuel Assembly Charactenstics 
Den No.of FuelRod Pellet' Zr Clad Active Fuel 

",,lfrmy F , "•" ue Pch (in.) Diameter Thickness Length 
S(Versions) I(kg/assy.) Rodsi' , - (in.) (in.) (in.) 

W- .5. 5 '469, 204, 0563 0.359 0.0242 144 
. ,(Std/ZC) • . . - .____ 

S.-,.yvW.15x1. ,.3, 204 . 0583 0.359 '60.0242, 144 
20CAQA ,_0.5_3' 0.65 

,BW-15x15 ,, 4 _20 .P .5.68, 0.3686 0.0265 142 
"(Mk.BBZBGD) ', .' .  .... ........  

.' xx/Alx 5 1x15 ? 432 i204 0.563-. 0.3565 0.030 144 

CE-15x15" . 413 204, 0.550 '0.358 0.026 144 
(Pa liade "_."__ _ 

'CE 37 76 0.580, 0.3765 0.028 128 
M~~.Calhoun) . ____ 

-.- - 'W-14x14 . . 97..5 0 , 0.3805 0.026 137 

"CE-,4x14 386 '176 ; .5 80 0.3785 0.028 137 
:• ~~~(Std/G""eh.)","/'", ' 

EiA-14x14". 38 I 176,ý 8 ,0.580 0.370 0.031 137 

W-14X14 358 -1 0,556 0.3444 0.0243 144 

;.,,: W-1(' ' :4 4 0 558 0.0.,. 145 

,(Std/ZCAIZC.. ', " ; ... " "30054 

', -4- E; x-'•A-14x14"" "~ ~0556 0.3505 0.030 142 
(WE) - -o "

(2) Maximum Quantity of Materal per Package 

"a. Formatenal describedIn SER tion .5.2.3(1),our (4) PWR fuel assemblies.  
St• 44 .4 

b. For material descn'bed in'SER Sectio6n 1.5.2.3(1), the maximum assembly weight 
• -. (. (including nents or oter NFAH When preent) Is 1,662 lbs. The maximum ",. :"66to ýopo' " thi r 

- weight teh sk'contents (including control components or other NFAH when present) 

,,as 6,648lbi:, and the maximum gross weight of the package is 55,000 lbs: 

5.. .5 44. ,,. : .  

•4,-, -a&rsv4 4 .4.44 . .1J,4,* ,r+'.,?4 -+>~ ..... ,., " °,..',- , " .

F
- 4 , M+• ' '' +• ".d. . . • •• +'*'J t,.°'";-¢: • 

,- t . , ,.',•.. • /.•r,•,.;,; +.,=.'•: t'.*, .,,•,: b., • .:,,.o..: . .o"



..,Package Type and Model Number 

USN9226/B(U)F-85 .. 

1.5.2.5 Package,Category and Maxlmum Act.viy 

Package Category. Category I

41" 

2'V 

I

C,

Maximum Activitf, 

The maximum activity of the package is I-co-ntrolled by the fuel authorized for shipment (see 
SER Secion 1.5.2.3), the inaxirnum bun6p, minimum 'cooling time,'minimum enrichment, 
and maximurm heat load., The'fuel willhave: (1) a maximum burriup for each fuel 
assembly' of 35,000 MWd/MTU with' minimum cooling tirh of 10 years and a minimum 
enrichment of 3.0 percentby weight of ,3U, or 45,000 MWd/MTU with a minimum cooling 
time Of 15 years; (2) bbn stored in i approved facility for' length of time sufficient to 
meet the thermal criteria defin:d below', but not less than 10 yars; and (3) a cask heat 
load, under any conditions of use, of no inore than 2.468 kW (including control 
components and other NFAH when present) with'a maximum fuel assembly decay heat 
of 0.617 kW. At-I 

1.5.2.6 Fabrication and Welding Crria' 

The applicant proposed to design i.nd construct the GA-4 In compliance with the American 
socety f Me6hinkal 'Engireers A(ASME)tC6de, Section" ll, DMsion 1 .'which, I1 ge'neral, is 

more restrictive' .tan theSedtion IllI Division 3' riies f6 6 the''ontalnme'nt •sys•te~rs'of transport 
packi1nis. H6wever, as.discussed iui'Se6on 3.3 'of NUREG/CR-3019, Recommriended 
Welding Criteria for Use In the Fabrication-of ShipplngContainers for'Radioac.ive Materials," 
access limitati6ns often hinder the ability'of the fabricator.to Inspect multi-wall vessels in strict 
complihnce with'theASME Code requirements. ,T.h1isjs the ciase regarding the radiography of 
the final fabdictioh weld of the'*containmeht'system Becau's-eof the•|nterfa'c wth the 
depleted uranium (D) shield, this e'ld cannot be radiographed; This weld, however, is both 
volumetricallyjex'amined 'sinsltg utrsi6onic teisting and inspe'ctedausing progressive liquid pen.etra . t,"after each .weldpass disscusse'd in°NUREGICR:3019.' GA retains the ultimate 
responsibilityfor ensuring thatk satisfactory in-service performance of the GA4 cask is 
ahie'dand has provisions eAndingthej QA repirem n'ts ]r•ciuding inspectin and audit 

eQceqieventd incldin Iinipect'Is 
functionis, to all sub-tier suppliers. >,.  

1.5.2.7 'Transport Index and Maximufm Number of Packages 

Transport Index for Nuclear Criticality ,Control 

The applicant analyzed ~the ,GA-4 ,cask for criticality In accordance with the provisions of 
1O"CFR:71.55>-71.59, and 71.73..'•,The 'eapplicant derived the dirnenrslonless number 4N4 equal 
Jo 0.5 for the l:•f'ormarce 'of this anal"s". ,T~hirefre. the transport in'dex for criticality control 
i equal to 100 (50 divided by Ne10CFR 7,1.59(b).  

6



!M 1.4 - f 
*4444444~~ýZ,,A 4444 ,vtv_

4 4
4

4
.4

4  
, 

Thetraspot nde fo sip'eht Is detrmilned In accordanc i with the loading procedures In 

SAR C r7 ThJ'a. rriiimir'adiati'6ridoe me'asuremeint taken at I mneter is verified to 
",' ~yiled altiansport Index' (vý 4 isu4ement)1o~f 100 or less In accordince wfth 4,, 

OCF 7~~r he perating procdires ipecify sigteraeroth 
transport index or the nuclear critticality 4conrtrolI tansnport Index of DO0.'., 

* .. *-MU MammNiumber of Packa'ges: ne; (Ky 
Th rnport inex for shipment cannot exceed the nuclea ctcality transport Index of 100, 

yielding~i'niaxlmum~bf onepcae e xluieue shipnylent in accordance with the 
provisions 'ofl ID CFR 71.4, 71.47, and 71.59 and thi'operating procedures* In SARý Chapter 7.  

.. 1.6.3 rP&ckage Description 4..*4, 4 .  

153 iPckaging ,.  

-The GA-i Legal Weight Truck Spent Fu~el Shipping Cask'consists of the packaging,(cask and 
impakct rmne)'adWrd i~civeotns: e'acka~lgir~s~deilgned to transport up'o' 

-. 4~~ ~ .4 , I4.. . I 4.  

four intac 'PWRli'r'diatid shent tCe assemb1ms asa ctai~toie conS.' Te packgn 
*'66:in dei ~the'ca~sk'aissembly an'd4 ~'m ~ liies ~c 4 f~hch Is attac~hed tothe cask 

-with' iglit bolfti:.Thi 'oV~e6rafl dimensions ofiiareaprxiiteýPjhiIn 
diameter and 234lihelog .  

-The ,co tinment system Includes the'cask body (cask body w'all, flange., and bottom plate); 
cask closurie-closure bolts `gai ~ii'pl vav ,boody ran vlve and primary 0-ring seals for 

'4 the clsure. gas sample 'valve, an6d'diiryailven' .. 4' ,-.  

:~.. .~ : 'The'cýk isembly Inclde's th'e'cas~k the olsure, and the c~osuzre bolts. Fuel spacers are 
*also provdide when'ihippi n spified short fuel assemrrbliei,'t6 limift the miovemfent bf the' 

cakIxera 6teiiosaed opfroxirna tly,8 D 4,44i i ydrigenou5ie~hshed h 
4. -, fui.1Je cask Is construte ofsanl etrnsied h 

"6df~lipp6it ibý6ditFS)v~ii tes 6s nches l fn nt Iucompartmnents, fixe f1 e the- cas cavitynto 1 our spe e 
&c prxm 8.8 Inchesiiiii sqar and* .17 inch'es Ioinire. ;Theclo6iurea ,s'recessed Into 
th'e' cask b'ody'ain'd I~t~~ Gtoii t~ ~~~ti 1-inh imtbl.  

I h caA has'ti6 ports allowýing adcces to thecask cavit.1"lie closure lid has anilntegral 
4..,. .. lf-lt'irn{terp-rt (herjeafeerd toa h as saplg ale or gas aramplIng,' 

* ,. ventling, pressurizng; vacuumndyg lekgtsig orI~tn7 41-l 1 diimoter:port In 
444. .th bottom plate allows rin!" tIe gtting, or fillig th16ait i wItgiite.' LA separate 

driiav p ns ad doTýh:ýiamary seals~foir,t gas sample valve4'and 
drain vave re recessed fro o dci'ufc protection fr6hin pýfct~ii":,m.  

~ga'sI sa ,mple .~l enr`6i thi'drilnryitralVals~o tia'4&coVer to protet themi during t 

Ime caAsfidc~dei the containment (flange,- cask body, bottom plate addrain valve seals); 
the iaitjfir iiari~dFSS;`the Impact li'mite'r s~up'p~ort structure (ILSS); thieitruhrnlorisan 

redudan lit soket; te Dihigamma hield; and the neutr6n 'shield and Its outer shell. The 

444,4 , 
.4 .

-. -� - -� -. 4---



cask body Is square,'with rounded comers and a transition to a round outer shell for the 
14•; "neutron shield. The 6ask has approximately a 1.5 Inch thick stainless steel body wall, a 2.6 

inch thick DU shield (reduced'at t94 corners), and 0.4 Inch thick stainless steel fuel 
cavity liner.  

The cruciform FSS consists of stainl steel panels w born-carbide (B4C) Pellets for 
criticality coritrol. A'continuous sei of holes In each panel, at right angles with the FSS S-, )axis, pro des tes for the 4C' pellets. .Thle FSS Is welded t6 the cavity liner arnd is 
approximately 18 inches square by 166Inches longiand weighs about 750,lbs.  

'The• flange connects the cask body wat and fuel cavity liner at the cask top, and the bottom 
plate connectsithem at the bottom. 'The gamma shield is made up of five rings, which are 
assembled with zero axial tolirani.e'clearance within the DU cavity, to minimize gaps. The 
ILSS is a slightly tapered 0.4 inch thick'shell on each end of the cask. The shell mates with 

.'the impact limiters cavit, arid Is coo:hle'edto the cask b6dy by36 fibs: Under diop 
conditions, loads are transfered frori the cask, through Me ILSS, to the Impact limiters.  

The neutron shield is located between the cask body and the outer shell. The neutron 

shield design maintains continuousshielding imm(diately adjacent to the cask body under 
normal conditions of transpoit.'The details'of the'design are proprietary. The design, in 
conjunctioh with the operatirn pb ures, 'nsures- the aivailability of Me neuron shield to 
perform isfunction under normial corditions of transpOr 

Two lifting and tie-down trunnions are located about 34 Inches from the top of the cask 
body, and another pair Is locatied about th" same distance from the bottom. The trunnion 
outside diameter is 10 inches,Increasirng to,11.5 inches at 0t cask Interface. Two 
redundant lift i6ckets ae loc.at'f6td but 26 i hchsifrom the top of the cask body and are 
flush'with the Outer skin. The lifting trunniohi anSd redundant lift sockets have been 
designed with a safety factor of 6 against yield, and 10 against ultimate, with a dynamic load 
factor of 1.2.  

All containment boundary welds, with the exception of the final fabrication weld, are full 
"penetration'arnd ae' radiographed aid liquid penetrant examined to the requirements of the 

S- ;ASME Code Sectiorn Ill, SC~bsiction NB.',The final fabricatiohr"weld is both volumetrically 
eismlnied usinb ultrasonic testing and inspectedusing progressive liquid penetrant 

K Closure and Closure Bolts I,,. .  
The closure Is'squaro ahd stepped tosnugly fit inside'the cask cavity. It accommodates 12 
Inconel 718 closure bolts and the gas .s.•rmo valve, and captures the primary and 
secondary seals with dovetailed gr6•s.' The closure Is approximately 26 Inches square, 
11 Inches thick, ahd weighs about 1510 Ibs" 

Materials , , .  
All rajor cask components are stainless steel, except the neutron shield, the DU gamma 
shield, and the B4C pellets contaiii:d in the FSS. Most cask steel components are of Type 
XM-19 a'ustenitic stainless steel. Certain miscellaneous components and trunnion wear 
surfaces are Nitronic 60or 300 sedes stainless' steels; with bolts fabricated of solution
"treated Incor! 71S. All O-ring seals are fabricated of ethlene propylene.  
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,:.. .- . _ im pact~k l n .. - . . . • r,,+. _. . .. .  
.The impact limiter are fabdcatd of aluminum honeycomb, completely enclosed by an aIl 

'" welded austeiticialnless steel skin. Each e two Identical Impact limiters is attached to 
. cask with eight bot. Each impacti hmiterWeghs approximately 2,000 lbs..  

, The package shall be constructed and assembled In acc6rdarice with the following GA 

tDrawving Nume. 031348 
N,. sheets I through'19. RevisionD, : ,..,

S(4,GA4, S6nt Fuel ShipinogCask Packaging Assembly, 

g" ". 1.5.32 ,Operatonal Features -",, 

The GA-.4 Legal Weight Truck Spent Fuel Shipping ,Cask incorporates several Important 
features to facilitte" operationi.!,The cask's four trurnionslare designed for both lifting and 
traier tie'-d6wr Ioads:.mThe kliertrunnioni are offset'wlth the cask centerine6, biasing the 
cask to tilt in the proper direction when lowerd ontoth'triaier front supports. .Quick

.connect features and acices to the d'rln port,'drain valve, and gas sample valve minimize 
operational ex6oiurei.`The gas sample .alve'ls ,ued to: (1) sample the cask cavity, t , ,++.r.,:. ,(2) pressurize'thi cit, facilitit6•r 'd itehecisk6Mg',drying ope~ratlons, 

L., .'. and (4)2.heiii for leakage testinghofi tedrar :n alv's . prdmary seal, and for 

transport.>,ADU cavity p sed DU cavity With helium during 
.- " .intiy plugged an'id Welded to se al-•n the helium., 

an d• . , + ., _ -s.u.sq u e tl p lu g e. . .+~ l th -. h li m d rl ,rl a 
:.:+ •.- 1.5.3.3. ,Contntas• . ,-: ? 1'+',•,. -..: 

1.5A4 Compl~nce with 10 CFR Part 71'>; 

ottandrdiforapacges..These stat nse verified 

]+-

Minimum Packagei Size 
nsion the package Is less thn' Inches. The . m the r, of 

10JF'1.:43(a) forr minimumL 

-a ... . • 4, , 

:-:.. .- - I 4.. Genra RequLrempnksemet1teCeuiemnto 

A wiTe tampep-indi 'rov device Is nmorprated bes initween the A csk and each impact limiter.  
M" Intact seal fomln w ith osie gen evr ence that the ctain•ment V.,essel has not been opened by 

unauthorized persons e satisfiei thie Requ rements of 10 CFR 714a3(b).  

;•'• + m " + '- + • ",* •' <+• " +• a- " * 

.Z. , + . K .+ • +- - <+' + + ' + • +" >. +" " : 

5.+ '• -+",' " -+'' ... , . '; +V • , 
•;.:: ,:: :. I, Yum a~g Sie ,:+ < •,.; :.€.. - .



•', ' Positive Closure " 

.: 'The closure and pernetrations on the cask cannot be opened unintentionally without unbolting 
• , and removing a 2,000-pound Impact limiter, and either the 12 14Inch closure bolts, the gas 

d .a ' o- th .l' v 'n 

• • ~samp~lin'g p:od rtd cp6 o"tedra~a~ n cover. The package design meets the 
S requirements of 10 CFR 71.43(c).  

S Valves, Oth~er bvi•s. and Continuous Venting 

The cavity gas sample valve and en'tate are locatedoIn the caosure lid and bottom plate, respectively,n a a0rp closed martd o:oVe'red during trans po. Furthermore, the presence of the 

aimpactlimiters prevents their inadvertent oper.tion during theanspora They are designed and 
• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~" I' Inlzdwt .ufcin Stut'F int'grIt to withstand both" normal and hypothetical accident 

Vnalvzes, Oithe Devficiesand irCoantnuuVenltin 

conditions of transport. The gas sample valve, drain valve, closure seals, and related 
passages are also designed with a secondary seal, beyond the primary containment seals.  
The package has no feature that would allow venting during transport. The GA-4 cask meets 
the requirements of 10 CFR 71.43(e),and (h).  

1.5.4.2 Condition of Package after 10 CFR 71.71 and 10 CFR 71.73 Testing 

Summary descriptions were provided within the SAR, and the references were verified for the 
physical condition of the package subsequent to the tests specified in 10 CFR 71.71 (normal 

* conditions of transport) and 10 CFR 71.73 (hypothetical accident conditions). These 
statements were ve.,zd by the NRC staff and that verification Is documented within the 
applicable sections of this SER.  

1.5.4.3 Structural, Thermal, Containment, Shielding, and Criticality 

Summary statements in the SAR attested to the adequacy of the package design to meet the 
structural, thermal, containment, shielding, and criticality requirements of Part 71. These 
statements were verified by the NRC staff and that verification is documented within the 
applicable sections of this SER.  

1.5.4.4 Operational Procedures. Acceptance Tests, and Maintenance 

Summary statements in the SAR, supporting the adequacy of the development of the 
operational procedures and acceptance tests and maintenance program to ensure 
compliance'with the requirements of Part 71, were made by the applicant. These statements 
were verified by the NRC staff and that verification is documented within the applicable 
sections of this SER.  

1.6 EVALUATION FINDINGS 

1.6.1 General SAR Format 

II The package has been described in sufficient detail to provide an adequate basis for 
its evaluation.  

10
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2 Structural Review 

REVIEW OBJECTIVE 

Structural reviews are performed to ensure that the packaging design meets the requirements 
"of Part 71. Loads and loading combinations are reviewed for the normal transport conditions 
and the hypothetical accident conditions specified In Part 71. Structural materials and 
material specificatio.ns are revie4d 'sad dompared with acceptable codes and standards.  
Design details, analysis assumptions, fabrication processes, examination procedures, and 
testing methods are evaluated to ensure the package Is structurally adequate to meet the 
requirernents of Part 71. This Includes reviewing the structural performance In areas such as 
stress, buckling,, fracture, and fatigue for all critical components of the package.  

2.5.1 Description of Structural Design 

2.5.1.1 Descriptive Information, Including Weights and Centers of Gravity 

The applicant sufficiently described the function, 'geometry, and materials of construction for 
all structural ,components', Including the'lifting and tie-down devices, to allow evaluating the 
structural performance of the GA-4 cask under both normal and hypothetical accident 
conditions of transport. The packaging drawings adequately specify the materials of 
construction, dimensions, tolerances, and fabrication methods of the packaging.  

The applicant performed structural analyses, engineering evaluations, and physical tests to 
demonstrate that the package Is structurally adequate for meeting the Part 71 requirements.  
Load combinations, as specified In RG 7.8, tLoad Combinations for the Structural Analysis of 
Shipping Casks for Radioactive Material,* were properly considered.  

The structural analyses Involved both manual calculations and the application of computer 
analysis codes, such as ANSYS, to perform finite elemenftanalysis of the trunnions, cask 
body and cavity liner, and FSS. These calculations were* used to demonstrate the structural 
adequacy of the package by showing that the cask contalrin'ent boundary meets the design 
Scriteria asspecified in RG 7.6, "Design Criteria for the Structural Analysis of Shipping Cask 

Containment Vessels.' 

The engineering evaluations showed that the choice of materials for the containment 
boundary, under the effects of the test cohditiors specified in Part 71, would preclude: 
(1) failure by brittle fracture, and (2) buckling of the cask body and components.  

The physical tests performed by the applicant involved: (1) the crushing of quarter-scale 
models of the impact limiter to measure load-deflection characteristics and (2) the 30-foot 
"free drop and the 40-inch purncturI te'sts of a half-scale'model of the packaging. The tests 
were performed to support and confirm the assumptions and results of the structural analyses 
and engineering evaluations.
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2.5.1.2 Codes and Standards 

The GA-4 containment boundary components were designed in accordance with RG 7.6, Dign Criteria 'for the Structural Analsis of Shipping Cask Containment Vessels,' ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel (B&PV) Code, Section III, Subsection NB, "Class I Components,' 
and Appendix F, ýRules'for Evaluation of Service Loadings with Level D Service Limits.' The applicant reviewed Section ii1, Division 3, of the ASME Code, and determined that the current 
containment system design ,meets this standard, With the'exception of the final 

'U- ~~fabricationi we'ld., ' ' 

As discussed in Section 3.3 of NUREGICR-3019, 'Recommended W6lding Criteria for use in the Fabrication of Shipping Containers for Radioactive Materials," aiccess limitations often hinder the abilit'jf the fabricator to iriipect multi-wall vessels in strict compliance with the ASME C6de'requiremen'ts. This is the case regarding the radiography of the'final fabrication Weld of the containment system'. Because of the interface'with the DU shield, this weld cannot be radiographed. This weld, however, Is examined both volumetrically, using ultrasonic testing, and by progressive ,liquid-penetrant Inspection after each weld pass, as 
discussed in NUREG/CR-3019.  

The ILSS and the ILSS bolt anchors are fabricated to ASME Code Section III, Subsection NG, and the impact limiter housings are fabricated to Subsection NF requirements. The 
neutron shield skin and ILSS bolt anýhor tube's are fabricated to meet the requirements of -ASME Co e s~cton ViiiSubsection uw.: 

2.6.2 Maltral P.ropertles 

2.5.2.1 Materials and Material Specifications 

The GA-4 cask body, closure; fuel cavity liner, FSS, valve bodies, lifting sockets, neutron "shield outer skin, impact limiter inner housing, and trunnions are designed to be fabricated of 
Type XM-19 austenitic stainless steel. This material combines high strength, excellent impact 
-resistane at low' temperatures, good corroson resistance, and good ductility. The exterior impact limiter skin Is made of Type XM-1 I austenitic stainless'steel. These steels are "approved by the'ASME B&PV Code for us In'Class i components.  

The Impact limiter and caskiclosure bolts are SB-637 alloy N07718 (solution-treated 
Incohel 718),'with 'materials prop:eres obtained from P.rt D, Section II, of the ASME Code 
(and fromn Code" Case N-47-23 for temperatures >800 F).  

..-a The gamma shield is constructed of DU. The Integrity of the casks shielding will be j,. determined durlng fabrication by the perform-nance of a cohtinuous gamma scan, as specified .<, rt in SAR Chaptei S. The composen 'ontof thineutron shield will be verified by both supplier 
certification andan Indeenident -aenalysis by the 'applicant, as specified in SAR Chapter 8.  

-A' Aluminum honeycomb Is used as the energy-absorbing material In the Impact limiters. B4C •' pellets are plaed Within the FSS ori criticality control. The crush strengths of the aluminum 
honeycomb to be used In the Impact limiters are to be established by bench tests, with both the acceptanice tests and acceptance criteria for the materials specified in SAR Chapter 8.

v
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2.5.2.3 Effects of Radiation on Materials 

Radiation has no known damaging effects on the packaging material properties. The applicant determined that the containment boundary O-ring seals are designed to function properly, remain below allowable temperatures, and maintain sufficient compression under normal and hypothetical accident conditions. The applicant's calculation of the maximum accumulated annual exposure of 6.8x101 ra'ds indicates that the radiation exposure on elastomer material 
of the ethylene propylene O-ring 'seal Is within the radiation levels considered to be acceptable under the manufacturers g"uidelines, so that radiation is expected to have only a minor influence on performance of the material. To ensure the package performance throughout its service life, SAR Chapter 8 describes the a6ceptance tests and maintenance 
program for the package.  

2.5.3 Lifting and Tie-Down Standards for All Packages 

2.5.3.1 Lifting Devices 

There are four lifting trunnions on the cask. The front two near the cask closure are welded diagonally to the comers of tfhe .csk cross-seetion and are used for vertical lifting. They were evaluated for critical-lo.ad iiftir''of the fully loaded cask for the safety factors of 6 and 10, respectively, against the trunnion yield and ultimate strengths. For horizontal lifting of the cask with Impact limiters in place, all four trunnions were considered In stress analyses. The results show that the stresses In both the trunnion body and adjacent cask 
wall meet the allowable limits. '

14
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The .BC pellets to be placed in'the ýSS will be tested, as discussed In Chapter 6 of this 
evaluation,,and as specified In SAR'Chap-ter 8, to verify that specifications on enrichment, theoretical density, and total stark weight are met.  

The material specifications for the cask siructural components are shown In SAR Section 2.t3 

and Table 2.3-1.  

2.5.2.2 Prevention of Chemical, Galvanic, or Other Reactions 

The cask Is constructed from stainless steel and uses hydrogenous and DU shielding materials. The system has been designed to avoid chemical or galvanic corrosion between individual components, between the 'contents and components, and between the environment and components. The cask environmental Iconditions Include air, water, helium, and the boric acid solution of the'fuel pool.' No'paints are u&sed anywhere on the cask, and In particular, there are no zinc-coated surfaces, which may liberate hydrogen gas from the boric acid in the spent fuel pool water. The components of the system, both metallic and non-metallic, should not gie rise to significant unfavorable'chemical or galvanic reactions. The NRC staff agrees that buildup of hydrogen gas from radiolysis under service conditions will not be significant.  The NRC staff agrees that the neutron shield is expected to have a negligible rate of corrosion and that liberation 'of hydrogen gas should not be a concern. The NRC staff evaluated the cask design for the Issues raise'd In NRC Bulletin 96-04 and finds 
it acceptable.



2.5.3.2 Tie-Down Devices 

The cask tie-down system consists of four hinged pillow block assemblies with lateral, 
vertical, and longitudinal braces attached to the truck trailer. The system is designed to resist 
the longitudinal load through the two bottom-end trunnions, the vertical load through all four 
trunnions, and the transverse loads through one of each of the top and bottom trunnlons.  

The applicant analyzed the effects of the trunnion loads on the cask wall, the Intersection of 
the cask wall and trunnion, and the Junction of the trunhilon and its gussets for meeting the 
tie-down device requirements of 10 CFR 71.45(b). The analysis results show that maximum 
trunnion stresses are within the allowable limits, and that the minimum design margins exist 
on the trunnion side, and not on the cask wall. This demonstrates that, under excessive 
load, trunnion failures would not impair the ability of the package to meet other requirements 
of Part 71.  

2.5.4 General Considerations for Structural Evaluation of Packaging 

2.5.4.1 Evaluation by Analysis 

The structural components of the packaging were analyzed by closed-form calculations, using 
well-developed theory, or by finite element analysis using the GACAP and ANSYS computer 
codes. The GACAP computer code was also used to evaluate the impact limiter crush force 
and crush depth as the result of drops: The force~deflection characteristics of the Impact 
limiters are based on test data and computed results, using GA's ILMOD computer code.  
SAR Section 2.10.1 describes the analysis, methods, and verifications of the GACAP and 
ILMOD codes. The specific evaluations performed by the NRC staff are discussed In SER 
Sections 2.5.5 and 2.5.6 for both normal conditions of transportation and hypothetical 
accident conditions, respectively. The NRC staff concluded that the analysis results have 
demonstrated adequate margins of safety for the structural design.  

2.5.4.2 .Evaluation by Test 

The packaging components evaluated by test are the Impact limiters and the cask. The 
physical tests involved.crushing the quarter-scale models of the impact limiter to measure 
load-deflection characteristics. A half-scale model of the packaging was subject to the 30
foot free drop ahd the 40-inch puncture tests, to support ahd confirm the assumptions and 
results Of the structural analyses and engineering evaluations. A 30-foot drop, followed by a 
40-inch puncture test, was performed In side, slapdown, and comer drop orientations. The 
"results of the tests are discussed in SER Sections 2.5.5.7. 2.5.6.1, and 2.5.6.3.  

2.5.5 Normal Conditions of Transport 

A variety of evaluations were performed to demonstrate that the cask would meet the criteria 
specified In 10 CFR 71.43 and 71.51, when subjected to the conditions and tests specified in 
10 CFR 71.71 for normal conditions of transport.  

15 
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251Heat,... ,.." ',, 

For the ambient temperature of 100 F. the applicant evalunied the effects of the heat test on 
the cask un'der m'axlmum solar Ihs6lation, maximum decay heat, and maximum internal 
temperatu'e, which result In a rýiaxlrnn normal operating pressure (MNOP).  

The applicant evaluated the thermal growth effects on the minimum gaps between the 
various importantto-safoty components of the cask., ANSYS analyseS were also performed 

to determine the thermal stresses resuring from the Interaction of components such as the 
-FSS and cavty iner.' The 'reults show6 that the stresses 1n the package are acceptable and 

:"i;:th'e'norial-c;ndition' heat tes-twill '6bt'dverelyi'affect'the structural performance of 
, .,the package.., -, ,o , -, ,, 42 , , 

2.5.5.2 Cold' " :"" 

' The applicant determined that/with no'decay heat, a steady-state temperature of -40*F will 
',h'aV 'no'detrlimnetal thimaiil gridieiit'effects on the caik.: The evaluation focused on the 

effects of the difference In the shrinkge' of the' DU ind the cask liner and the reiulting 
therimal stre'sses." The reiizts 'show that there will bie axial contact between'the DU and the 
steel flange and bottom plate, under the cold conditions. The thermal stresses In the cask 
and the DU were determined to be small compared with the allowable limits. This asoures 
that the normal cold condition'test will not adversely affect the structural performance of 
the package.  

2.5.5.3 Reduced External Pressure 

A decrease in external presiure to 3.5 psla will have no significant effect on the package.  
"Theapplicant peiformed "stress analysis by conslderIng the external pressure on the cask 

*"wall, together with the applicable ambient ternl:erature conditions. The analysis results show 
that acceptable design'margins exist for both the cask containment boundary and the outer 
shell of the neutron shield." 

"2.5.5.4 Increased External Pressure 

An increase in external pressure to 20 psla will have no significant effect on the package.  
"The applicant pe'rformed stresi"'aralysls by onsldering the external pressure on the cask 
wall ioget-he with' the applicable ambient temperatre -conditions. The analysis results show 

-that acceptable design maiglhinexist for both thei caisk containment boundary and the outer 
shell of the "eutron shleld.' 'Theneu'tron shield shell was shown not to buckle under the 

,.Increased exernal design pressure.  

2.5.5.5 VibraiJaUe 

-The applicant referenced a test report In considering design vibration loads of 0.9 g vertical, 
0.3 g Iongitudiral,'and 0.3 g transverse for evaluating the vibration effects on the tie-down 
stems during trarion. >Th7 'eialuat6n resuts 'show that the stresses In the tie-down 
t innlons are well within theý material endurance limits for fatigue considerations. The NRC 
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$staff concurs with the Iapplicant's conclusion that the package Is adequately designed for vibration Incidental to normial c6nditions of transport.  
Fatigue evaluations thk rfd sof the' package were performed for the lifting and dead load cycles for a cask design life of 50 years With 50 one-way trips (25 shipments) per year, a total of 2,500 o operating cycles., The NRC taff concurs with the applicant's conclusion that the fatigue life . of the cask body, cavity liner, FSSiand neutron shield structure far exceeds 2,500 cycles, the expected total number of operating ccles for the package. The applicant calculated a loadand-unload fatigue life of about1,600 'cycles for the&iosure bolts and slightly greater than . 1,400 cycles for the' impact limiter attachment bolts. On this basis, the NRC staff concurs 
with the applicant's conclusionithat the closure bolts s'hould be replaced at least every 1,600 load-and-unload operating cycles,'ard the Impact limitei" attachment bolts should be replaced at least every 1,400 one-wy cask transport trips. Replacement of the closure and Impact lirilter bolts every 20 years Is Included in theannual maintenance program, as shown in Table 8.2-1 of the SAR. It Is unlikely thatfthese bolts will approach their operating cycle limits over 20 years of service. However, their'replac'emnent frequencies should be considered, in conjunction with any available cask usage data, upon application for package recertification 
every 5 years.  

2.5.5.6 Water Spray 

The cask structure consists of metallic materials whose strength is unaffected by water spray.  

2.5.5.7 Free Drop 

Structural analyses were performed to demonstrate the adequacy of the package for the normal conditions of transportation Involving a i1-foot free drop. The cask components considered In the analyses Include the cask containment boundary, closure bolts, FSS/cavlty liner, and neutron shield. The analyses show that all components have acceptable deiaign margins wihein subjected to the" coimblid iffects of a l-foot free drop under Ina applicable initial environnei, conditions of teiiperature, pre ssure,• and fabrication stresses. This assures that the cask will maintalnCc6ntainrnent of its'contents under normal conditions of transport, and the structural performian'ce of thepacage, will meet the requirements of 
10 CFR 71.71. .. structural 

The applicant used proprietary ,computer codes, GACAP and ILMOD, to determine cask deceleration g4oads in a 1-foot fre'e 'drop event. GACAP calculates the cask Impact 
response by modehng te cask as a two-dimensional (2-D). lumped-mass, single-axis bear, crushed at the Irmpct hmites, charactered with the load-deflection curves. ILMOD considers the footprintof1 thed- chihd ifii pacI'I"itert6g - y vo ryi ng the" footpr'ngt es hever�y•h e r pe fromi 0 to generate the load-deflection curves.  -By 'varying the'dopa'g es eve15dee~s from Oto 90 degrees, and considering a range of imipact lirhiitei mateiial properties and the maximum and minimum weights of the cask contents In the GACAP analysis,,;,t6applicant determined the following maximum g-loads to be used for 'evaluating the'maxim u stresi6es In cask cohiponents: 
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a': 1es tiof.thi svea'nalyses demonstrate that' strsse In th ak-opnetr 
within the allo~wable limits. ,The NRC staff concurs with the applicant's conclusion that the 
'packageý osdequaitely' de iied for'.the- 1 -fdot frieedrop epvent .  

The corner drop test Is not applicable 'C beause te package weight exceeds 100 kg (220 lbs.) 
and neither wood nor fiberb.~ard Is'used is a 6aeialo, osrcin 

2.5.5.9 Compression'r. i 

The copesoetis not applicable'6ecause the weight of the package exceeds 5,000 kg 

2.5.5.10 Penetration "-;,1)'7.i 
Th app icant usd frmlabyth Ballistic Re'se'arch Laboratory to evaluate the 

Th eetr usedt alirmuatbeth 
- pnerabliy of the p ackage, incluldirij theneuroiW66shlild '0'tiý ikln i~d the" impactlite 

.~ .enad6uire,'-'Tfie' NRC ~tfcni~ititeapplic'ant's coh~Susion that a 1 34b.: penetration 
bar droppi~g from a h~eight of 40 inbhe's, in 'accordance with 10 CFR 71.71(c)(1 0), will not 
adversely pffýict~tiiiiyo thi'""'sk to aini' lot'nmho ts contents.  

2.5.6 Hypothetical Aiccdin't Cond1tlon~i-,,' ~ ~ ''A 

.A.The 'ipplicsht iva'16ted the ulrctuiil ide~i46~'cof the'cask for hypothetical accident 
"cinclditon tfirough' analjiiind ai6edi~d~del teitring.,,)The "ask'cornponehts7considered t a contiih(budr, lsr bts; FSS/cavlty lIner, eih 

ILSSand ts atachent olt.~.-he ,yalutjon ~ho tht ill cask compo ntsav 
accetabe deignmargn446r the hypothietlicl aiccidentconiditions., Thlisasure that the 
W1's wil "Wlain' 66ntainni~int of its cnet'' t~i~ 'tiuctura pefrace'of the package 

-will meet the requkir fonts of 10 CFR 71.73.  

A,' ' ,'caled Model Tests., Imoa~ctlimtr '.."I 

'.The appricant performed static crush'lests'of the .114-'scale Impact limiter-models to validate 
tfA. . . 44,., .''iiiýILMOD:Kihod6166,fwr a &were performed 
on four11/4-scaile' mpact lmtrs.he tested twkiceon opposlids.adfeencrh 

*~age agn fo~h n ote ieoihains.1 The'NRC'stsff concurs with the 
I -S2ppll(iriti c-ncluslo'n-thit~tho test W6d~afl'666'c:6v corre ate 'well1 withthose' calculated 

~.by IL-MOD.. Thei teit 1dad-a fi'ctl'o" -ýrv--.,a-ft'er e'xtr'apolation*, wiere6.also considered," 
K, hai~ curve c4a cu atd --"" pD a 's !nput t6 GAcAP, to determine the bounding 

_ ~~free drbopgod for the ' ý'-'- 7 ""

The' applicant peiformeid' a'siierl of 30-fobt free drop tests and 40-inch drop puncture tests of 
a half-scale cask m~odel to demn~sitrat cask performan6ce and confirm the capabilities of 
GACAP to cal6u!ite' conservative' 'g loads Iforýth e'cask.  

- ~ ~~ ""'''1



The half-scale model was constructed With the'same cask and impact limiter materials as 
those for the prototype.. -Critical dimensions and tolerances of the cask design, including 
closure seals, were considered in model scaling. Steel blocks were attached to the cask 
model to satisfy the mass similitude tquirements. The ap licant conducted three sequences 

.1e I of drop tests, (1)'side drop and puncture at side of closure; (2) 30-degree slapdown and 
puncture at cask body flat side; and (3) center of gravity-over-closure comer drop, puncture 
at closure bolt and gas sample port, and puncture at DU joint. The test program included 
recording cask deceleiation time histories and leak testing the closure seals and gas sample 
port seals before and after iach test sequence.  

" The results of the half-scale model drop tests are consistent with the analytical results. As 

further evaluated In the following section, there would be no permanent deformation of the 
cask components to compromise the leak tight containment boundary. The attachment bolts 

K of the impact limiter.would not fall. Theirefore," the Impact limiter would not be dislodged from 
the cask body. These conclusions were also demonstrated by the helium leakage tests 
performed during each sequence of the drop and puncture tests, which showed that the cask 
model performed satisfactorily In maintaining its leak tight containment boundary. The 
following comparison shows that GACAP was used conservatively to calculate g-loads for 

-. ~~the cask: .. : 

Comparison between Test and Analysis Results 
(at cask center of gravity) 

"Orientation GACAP Analysis(a Model Test(5a) 

Side Drop 
Transverse 47.7 40-44 

"SlapdownPrimary 
Axial 12.3 7 
Transverse 21.4 16 

CG-Over-Comer Drop 
Axial 56.5 46-52 

Note: Model test results have been adjusted to account for scaling effect by a 
factor of 2.  

2.5.6.1 Free Drop 

The applicant evaluated the effects of the 30-foot free drop tests on the cask design In 
accordance with 10 CFR 71.73(c)(1). The cask components considered Included the 
containment boundary. FSS/cavity liner, neutron shield, ILSS, and ILSS attachment bolts.  

Considering manufacturing tolerances, temperature variation, and strain loading rate of the 
"* impact limiter material, the applicant used ILMOD to generate bounding load-deflection 

curves for the impact rimiters. GACAP was then used to obtain the following maximum 
* g-loads to be used for evaluating maximum stresses In cask components: 
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. . -['.,total unbacked area of the Impact lUmlter against the cask,..The drop test results of the half
sCale caiikridlspi -> ',-w icle l support the resiuts of the attach~meht bolt analysis and show that the bolts 

l rmdequately without exceeding te stress allowables 

" ,. qTheiapplcant'fo6lH6_d Subsection"NF.of the ASME Divslon 1,.Section 11l, Code iand 
j,, NUREG/CR-6322 to elte b dnfthe cWkd, FSS.vty liner, and ILSS 

i; b."H For te"n=str" shihld sh~ll. te atatsthat its or bucling Is precluded by 

the stiffnessiof the cask b:dy.,.JThe NRC staff concurs +wwi thiie app�licnt's conclusion that the 
-..... '' cask omponents are dqa meeting the buckling design criteria.  

These evaluations demonstrate that stresses in the cask components are within allowable 
,limits and that the caik 6ody,-cavfty liner, 'FSS, neutron shield shell, ind ILSS ribs are 
acceptable In'resisting buckding.'z This provides reasonable assurance that the package Is 

Lt. .'adequately designed foi the 30-f•ot free drop'accident.. 

""2.5.6.2 Crush ,., - : " 

,Because this package has a mass greater than 500 kg (1100 lbs.) and a density greater than 
4k water; this test is not applicable.' + ' 

2.5.6.3 Puncture ." ' '" .' 4 .'' ".:,.  

The package was evaluated fo' the* e66ti of the 40-nch drop puncture tests on meeting the 
'requirements of 10 CFR 71.71(c)(3)." The app;llcant used two methods, Nelm's equation and 
the formula by' Larder and Arthur, to analyze the local behavior of the steel closure, bottom 
plate,'and 'cask side'wall to show that they would be of sufficient thickness to preclude 
punching shear failure. , The results from both methods show significant margins against local 

":1, punch shear fallure. Foi the overall effects on the cask, the applicant applied a concentrated 
force which Is equivalent to that developed In aS'-ich' diameter mild steel punch, subject to a 
"flow stresi of 47,000 psi." The for6ie wai applied at eitherithe mid-length' of the package, the 

" - .. center of the closure, or the bottom plate.-The cilcjlated maximum primary membrane-plus
," bding'st o In the cask bodyi closure;and bottom p atewere shown to be within the 

"ll litsla',Thls evaahutionascornpleinented by'thereJulti'of the half-scale puncture 

.,-." / §- .testsdeo stheith tnctral aequa•y of the pcka. gen ireslsting the puncture 

,'" 4'" ' ..... r a'cclent na "' 

.The applicant performed a analsis and calculated a maximum cask Intemal 

pressure of 90.2 psig and a maximnum containment'1boundary temperature of 780"F. ANSYS 
thermal stress analysis of the. cask was then performed to evaluate the stresses under the 

-comb ned thermal and Intemal pressuife.con rons.dr' On "th& basi of differential thermal 
-. . expansions,'maximum gapsbetween various cask'components were calculated- including a 

maximum temporary gap of 0.024 In'.between the closure i d flange at the location of the 
a ap~p ict"' eiirmineid that this tiemorary gap would cause 

. , :'primary closure'seal.'.1h Hantde rmins enisre ts 
-reduction I1 seal presiure and produce" axial and bending siresses 
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. - , ,The NRC staff concurs wth the applicant s conclusion that the fir-nduced thermal stresses 
.• are within the4 allowable limits, •and the differential the'al expansions will notcause a loss of 

• - :": •.cask containment Integrity.. , .,• ". . .. ,,, ,•.

':2.5.6.5 Immersion- F'slle Materiald : , 

- , Water n-leakage' assumed for.the criticality analysis of the package. Therefore, the 
iinmerion test for'fissileenateials'li not applicable (10 CFR 71.73(c)(5)).' However, 

.inm'mersloeiffc undei" 3 feet Of Water i' equivalent to an external pressure of 1.3 psig, which has 
66 effec on cask integri:-., . ;.  

2.5.6.6 Immersion'- All Material 

The effect of a 21.7-pilg e'temal pressure"*caused by Immersion under 50 feet of water, as required by,10 CFR 71.73(c)(6), is of .egligible consequence. The cask design has been 
, shown to satisfy 1O'CFR 71.61j whlcli equires the containment boundary be designed to 

t 'thstand an external water pressure of 290'psi (200 meters Immersion pressure) without 
, collapse, buckling, or in-leakage 'of water.  

2.5.7 Special Requlrement for ir, dlited Nuclear Fuel Shipments 

The 'applicant eva luated the cask containment boundary in meeting the requirements of 
10 CFR 71.61 as follows:" 

Collaose Analysis,..-7 

".Th stress state of the cask was analyzed to show tat the containment boundary can 
withstaird an eitemal Water priesui'e oading' of 290'psi.. The r'suits show that there is a 
Sla;e stress'marglh to prevent lbreach'or rupture ofte cask containment boundary.  

Bucklinaa , * *g 

The applicant performed a bucking'evaluation and demonstrated adequate margin against 
-- •.buckling of the'cask 6ubject to an external pressure of 290 psi.  

"In-le-k--eof Water" ' - " 
"Under an external water pressure of 290 psi, no permanent de •.,nd -- a6 nopraetdformation of the containment 

boundary could 'result and, thus, wo6uld not affect the function of the primary seals In preventng wateriIn4eakagei.', 
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-2.5.8 Inte~rnail Pr m'u'eTest V.~ o~abudn 

ýThe packge MNO i 's745g'.,.-Th6 cask was analyzed frabonigInt~nal pressure 
load of 80 psig:+" Thecontainment boundaryIs pressure-tested beforeirt .use-at 120 ps-g, 

r.'which exceeds 1.5 x MNOP.'1.Theo p-eis'ure test Is 6ohdu'i~ted ki cicordanle' with the 
accepta'nce proieduiis'; which'sr redesctib 'ard anevalua ted In SER Sectiont 8.4Th 

'-'..'Calculation of MNOP.is evaluated in.SER Secion'3 and i lncluded In the structural 
'evaluations for, normnal conditions of transport (SER Section 2.6):, 

2.6 EVALUATION FINDINGS:.f:..J 

•. - " 4 + + + + • +" ++ ,+ I •• V ' 4, 4 ++ 

Zk..26.1 Descriptioni~~iitm~sg'** 

;.4 ; 

The NRC staff has reviewed the .package structural der.gn description and c d a 

•.+: - +,The packthe aNpplication "ecs asaaye fr ondn n alpesr 

con:ent, 'f th ppsig cntalnmeet tboe-rqunriments of 10 CFR 71.31.  

The NRC staff has reviewed the codes and standards used In package design and finds that 
they ar acceptal.  

2.6.2 Material Prorprtlts 4SE 44o 2.6) 444,, 4 

+;+• +" ,.4 4..+2.. EVLATO FII)I's.'++4:' " *" 

There are no significant chemcical,,galaick,' r other re+'ctions 4. ' the packaging 
components, among package contents; or. between the p'ackaging componenits and the 
contents In dry or wet environment co-diti6n. Theeffects of radiation on materials , were 
considered and packiai c'bnt~nrn~nt'Ii '0riStriuced from 4niitirlals meeting the guidelines of 
RGs 7.11 and 7.12. Therefore, NRC staff concludes thare 
adequate to meet the requirementsf10eCFR 71043 FR. 7 

2.6.3 -Ift~ng and Tle-Down 'Stan'dards for ac4 

+< . + . '44Pak e 

The NRC staff has revlewed :he l:'degarid 6tind'systems for the package and concludes 
that they meet 10 CFR:71.45 atpnda.. 

+ .+.. . ' .. .4 4 . .+ <. .  

2.6.4 Gnera C rat r Structural 

.. 4. 4 . . , .4 . . 4, , 

The NRonC staff has m reviewed the packagint strciteral evaluation and concludes that the 
applidation meets the requirements of 10 CFR 71.35. " .  

"24.~ 6. .N .. n ft- -- ' i . C - I 44 ++ 2.6.5 Lfnormand TIons of Trnsport 

:.. ' The NRC staff has reviewed the pa'ckagniegnstructural performance under the normal 
conditiohs of transport and con7udes5ihat there Will be no reduction In the effectiveness of 

'the packaging. . - " 4 

E
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2.6.76 SpoteicRa4l Acient Con riditiodNucerFeSimns 

.The NRC stf ha rei~e h otlriistructureand; ~ ue hti ~lme h 
10CFR 71.85(b) ah requ cludest thf manthe packg inge hs dqastructural Integrt aafiyd ring toe 

pressur cotteetstm.rtr o ar 1
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REVIEW OBJECTIVE :i.'." 

, ,- . The objective of this review is'to veriftythat thiiheiral performi'of the package has been adequately evaluated for.the tests specified under normal conditioni'of transport and 'hypothetical accident conditions and that the 0e :. ~~, ckag' de sg sa si t e he m 
,,, ;1 - ,,requirem ents of 10 CFR Part 7 ,' ';: ,, .. ..t.ot. e ma.

3.6.1, rDescripUonof the'Th aa'l .D.sign! .  

.3.5.1.1 Packaging Design Features,. -+ , , , ',' 

2' h G- ealWlh Truck Spe.. ' ... +" : T felG" asse mbige Trc Spent Fuel Shipping Cask is designed to transport upto four 
,PVWR fuel assemblie . 'cask pr6oides for. the containment of the radiorcti -ur 

ateials under Part,71,ýThe'+packaghing I6c1ude'i'th'eicask asi'embly-and two Impact limiters, each of which ls'attachid t6 the cask with eight bolts,. !.The packaging's overall dimensions 
are approximately 90 Inches in dlamieer'anhd 234 Inches long.r' Several aspects of the cask 
d" design and operation provide'significant therral advantages,;', For normal cnditions, the e " of helium within the primary. conanrnent b0undary and within" the'DU cavity enhances the transfer of decay heat from the fu61 asiemblies' to the'inner and outer shells of the cask, respectively.,. The FSS surrounding the fueliasiemblies also aids the heat transfer by 
behaving like a set of Internal fins to'diipate heat , .  

3. 5..1..5 1.2 Codes and Sta ndards .. ' , ,,*" , , ,.,.. ' ,, '.- ' 

Where appropaiate;does and standards wiere referenced by the-applicant. For standard 
materials, the ASME Code is referenced by thi i*4 lican, 
3 .5.1.3 ContentHeat Load Sp,-,f.ca t16n&' K, ,.  '4- .'.-..', -. n 44• . .. . , 

The a8ppicant analyzed the GA-4 caik for the ansoortitiof up to four PWR fuel assemblies.  The maximum bumup for each fuel a'semiblyis 35,000 MWd/MTU i ainim Urncoollin time' of .10 y,• e,, ars. I . r.u45,o, MWd/IVTu With anlnirmum coolirg timei 6f A15 years.4 Each assembly in' the package iS'allowed a o,'maximui'th-ei'Trial load of 617. Watti,wlthan axi'al power profile tt results in'a' aking factor of 1'24".T 'm a -. - ... t -..  ,T "I2 4, Th.. gievs a maximum package thermal load of 2.468 kW.  The .. RI.EN-S code was used to determinethe'assembly decay heat load using bumup, e. +ihent I .. ad c.o.. .. tmi6f t. ful-," ., ,The method of determining heat load was reviewed and onfimed to b ,'e'.',"- ', ,,:, ': ,' 
- -, . . .4 . 44 

. ,•. 4.. . ,' I f ., r.  
,; -7 - ' 4 . +". -,C ' -• , + • •'• t, ' .. , ," ' - " , 

The summary tables of the temperatures of package components, SAR Tables 3.1-1, 3.4-1, and 3.5-1,4were verified to include te Impact limiter6;'ntalnment vesselseals, shielding, and neutron'absorbers and were onslstent With'the termperatures presented throughout the SAR for both the'r6ori''al 'conditions of tranisport and hpothetic-al accident conditions:. For the 
S .44 . ' -l26 , '.-',' 4-4 ' ,"'' " '4,4-4 -' '+, • -' , ' " , ..*;' • • , ,
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,ypothitical acadent conditloni'jhe aipplicant accounted forthe'pre4ire, during-fire, and 
post-fire component temperattire.:;.Wtth"' Imexpto- "Ihpact limiters, which are not , cr~tical to containment'durinig thefire, all components remain below their material property ypcl o c;6i clerit odur~ the ec~ al the" 
,limits. -The te'mperatuies 'and design temperature limit criteria forthe pa6kage components 
were reviewed andfounid to be' consistent through6ut the SAR.  

•3.5.1.5 SummaryTables of Pressures in the Containment System 

,Summary tables of th•"pressure in the containment system underthe normal conditions of 
.transport and hypothetical accident conditionis(SAR Tables.3,.3-1 through 3.6.3-4) were 
.reviewed and'found c'Onilstentivwithth'e' p'resiiure5resihtidinth. Generai .Information," 
'Structural Evaluaton,'- and "Cohtallmient Evalua"tio' SARsoctions.- These tables reported 
both theMN0P ard th4 'accideht condition resultant p 4sf6riach 6f the fuel types.  

3.5.2 Material Properties and Component Specflcations "' .+ " : •, .'•' . 2* ' -,' ' , ' 

3.5.2.1 ,Material Properties 

The package application provided material properties in the form of thermal conductivities, 
-deniftie's,' and spicific,hiatifo~r all'modeled co minehts' of the cask. Conservative thermal 

,,emissivities were used to model the radiative .hiat transfer to and away from the 
,transportation cask. KMaterials'that did not have'a 'readily determinable ,thermal emissivity 
.relied on a value of 0.8 for hypothetical ac.ident conditions, puriuant to 10oCFR 71.73(c)(4).  
The thermal pr6pe'rtles ,used for the inalysis of the package were appropriate for the 
materials ispecified'and f6r the conditions of the cask required byPart 71, during normal and 

citcl ori•dit irIs . .s " ' 6",' - ' .  
.- , 

'-' 

3.5.2.2 'Technical Specifications of Components 
R of,*--.. , ., s f o ,,,- .t e': .. " te h•al :,,,.. ,.'of " 

"Referencesfor' the technical~specifications of pre-fabricated package components for O-rings, 
'impact lirnlters, t and the neutron shield were provided by the applicant. -All components were 
shown to'perforrn" without fall unfder normal conditions with ah ambient temperature of -40"F.  

A , , , 'J • -,• , 4, s'+ * , - ', 'A# J 

3 5 2 3 ;Thermal Design Limits of Package"Materials'and Components 

,The NRC staff reviewed and,confirmed that the maximum allowable temperatures for each 
component critical to tfihepropei,fdhi'tlon''of ciaskcontailnment,'r•'diation shielding, and 

.crticalityv'e,& specified. `'The'NRC staff verified that the'deslgn" basis fuel cladding 
'tehiiperature'bf 716"7F was "e'as6nabl 'and justified *b'ythe Pacific.Northwest National 
ULaboratory'(PNL) rep"rt,"PNL4835,'-Which is a methodology accepted by the NRC staff.  

3.6.3 Thermal Evaluation Methods' 

3 5 .3..1 Evaluation by Analysei ,

,The NRC staff confirmed that the methods used for the thermal analysis were Identified and 
sufficiently describedto permit a coiiplete and independent verification. The applicant used 
the TAC2D fihit-iiference' and ANSYS firite-element cde for its thermal evaluation. For 
,' ' " , , 1 +., ', ' • ' ' . , . .. . , . ' 
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normal conditions, the finite-difference code was used to perform a steady-state evaluation of 
-the entire cask:' ?For acident conditions,'both the finite-difference and finite-element codes 
were used to model the end portionsof the cask tha tsustained damage during the free drop 
'and puncture tests'before the fire. F6r nibrmal conditlons,' the steady-state analysis produced 
a maxlmum6cladding temperature of 313 F. ,.This temperature Is below the limit of 716 F.  

.- e maximum seal temperature under normal 'conditions is 143 F, which is below the 

extended exposure I~mit of 300" F.'•" , 

For accident condition's, the 'nalysis revealed a maximum cladding temperature of 442" F 
''whlch is below thelimit of 10580 F., Under these ,the emeati u of tme tF 

was shownto &e" 300" F. This seal perature forthe 30-minute firs accident Is below the 
50-hr exposurelimit of 359 F.  

3.5.3.2 Evaluation by Tests 

The thermal acceptance test required before the first use of the cask is described In SAR 
Section 8.1.6.' 

S3.5.3.3 Temperatures 

See SER Section 3.5.6.3.  

3.5.3.4 Pressures 

See SER Section 3.5.6.3.  

3.5.3.5 Thermal.Stresses 

Thermal stresses were evaluated In SAR Sections 2.6.1, 2.7.3, and 2.10.12, using the 
%tm .t peratures generated ,by'the themal e'valu"ation.' The applicant evaluated the effects of 

, 'differential thermal iexpansion on gaps, and the'stresses resulting from component 
Interactions. Stresses were cal iclated for'th6e interaction of the cavity liner and containment 
"boundary,"andl,for gaps:assocated'•ith'.the tDU and FSS.' The'gaps analyzed are depicted in 

eTh'applicant coslde• " ther- ialtresses for the hot-normal, the cold
,normal, ard the,translent accident cnditions.  

For the accident arnalysis, the applicant used the maximum Internal pressures and 
containment bo'undary temperaturesi to .calculate ,the'the'rmal stresses and displacements.  
The"ap analysis, iippo'rted ,by'6lculatlons 'perfo"rid 16n SAR Section 4.5, provided 

reasonable'ss•rance ,that the ask) j'spOhsei Including containment Integrity, Is acceptable.  
Tlie resulting and allowable itriessesof~r the'cldsure bolts, seal surface, and containment 
boundary areapreiented In SAR Table 2.7-2,1 ,and are acceptable.  

3.5.3.6 Confirmatory Analyses 

Confirmatory analyses were performed by the NRC staff by hand calculations and the ANSYS 
finite element code. Taking Into account the unique Inner geometry of the GA-4 cask with a
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IN .... ",,smeared fuel mass, the NRC staff predicted cask temperatures that were In agreement with 

~the ape"sultb2 

.3.5.3.7.. Effects of Uncetaintlies 

-The NRC staff con'siderd the applicant's thermal evaluations and ensured that they 
-addressed theeffects of uncertairties lnthemal and structural properties of materials, test 

.,. ,; ,,conditlons and diagnostics, and in analytical methods"" Because of significant design 
'.margilns,' ,the"NRC staff found re'asonable assurance ,that the ,apphlcant used appropriate 
cnsiderations throughout the application., 

3.6A Evaluation of Accessible Surface Temperature 

-,,Under normal conditions, th pakage, is; designed and constructed such that the accessible 
surface temperature is 170 F with the.design basis heat load and no solar insolation. This 
"temperature complies with the 10 CFR 71.43(g)'requilrement, under the condition that the 

"package will be ii .i x , o -4 
beshippdi s eclusive-use::.  

3.5.6 Thermal Evaluation under Normal Conditions of Transport 

3.5.5.1 Heat , 7 . . .  

"Under normal conditionsl all of thematerials used remain below their respective failure 
temperatures., .Thle'applicant pirformed •th eiesteady-state calculations under normal 
Scnditions of transporrL heseicalculatons provided iteadystate temperature ,distributions .coar ninstions ofand''o m'lin 4.i ,(1)ula, Vb aer temneaueo 0 .wt 

""for'the~foll'wing comblneid bounhdary cndtions: (1) an b ent temperature of 100" F. With 
i-'solar insolation rid maximumdecay heat;'(2) an ambient temperature of 40 F, with no 
S solarinsolation' " "ar xi 'm `d'cay heat;and "k3)"'arnambient tempe'rature of -40 F. with no 

•!Lo. "'solar insolation and no decay heaLC 

"1, -The Ppplicant uAsedone model to determine the temperatures under the conditions listed 
S above; For thisja alysis the packi 'gwas m:deled' slngcyhindn'cal coordinates to obtain an 

". axlai temperature distiibitlon. ,A: longituhdinal:c"s~s-set:ionsymmetricaboutthe axis.  
:,%employed an ambient temiperturof10j.J0 F and an .adiabatic boundary along the axis.  
..-Detailed 'spent fuel ~ssembliesanid the FSS warranted ,tii us 6of effective thermal 

-Wi.ch combinedonductive and rodes of ,heat transfer.' Because the 
Stcs wasi designed with aW quar basketwithln a cIlndncal enclosure, some gaps varied as 

., Aiunction of azimuthal positio..hFor this situation, gaps were averaged around the 
,'crference of the"package, providing the.effectie'ap thicknes. ThKe design basis decay 

r."heatusd Ws 617,Wi:perassembl' " "'Y 

3.5.5.2 Col 

"Wit no decay heat and an ambientjtmperature of -40" F, the entire package will maintain a 
steady-state temperature of .-40*,F. Casikcomponents,-including the containment system 

.seals, Would fot be adver'sely ýffected by this low temperatuii " 
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3.5.6 Thermal Evaluation under Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

3.5.6.1 Initial Conditions 

The applicant performed a transient thermal analysis to evaluate the package under 
hypothetical accident conditions. Two models were used for these conditions: a 2-D, finite
difference model of the closure end with a damaged impact limiter, and a three-dimensional 
(3-D), finite-element'analysis of the closure'end with a damaged impact limiter. The 3-D 
model was used to provide temperature distribution for the thermal stress analysis.  

The 2-D model assumed a cask In vertical orientation with the ntlutron shield absent and 
replaced with air. The outer shell is intact. Similar to the the' evaluation for normal 
conditions, the model employed a longitudinal cross- section, mnetric about the axis, with 
the introduction of an adiabatic boundary at the midplane. Cn.,rsLtd and punctured Impact 
limiters were modeled on the package ends since they were shown to remain attached after 
the drop tests. Damage to the impact limiter was exaggerated as an added conservatism to 
the model. A conservative convection coefficient bounded the exterior, to ensure the 
maximum heating of the package during the fire.  

For the thermal stress analysis, the applicant modeled a 3-D cylindrical sector of the 
damaged cask. The model provides temperatures for the thermal stress analysis used in the 
structural evaluation. As an added conservatism caused by the thermal stresses introduced 
by the fire, the damage to the impact limiter is further exaggerated by increasing the exposed 
area of the closure lid. The neutron shield during the post-accident phase is assumed to be 
replaced with air.  

Two separate groups of boundary conditions were used to determine the temperatures for 
maximum thermal stresses. For hot initial conditions, the applicant assumed a uniform 
temperature of 120° F with the design basis heat load and no solar insolation. For the cold 
initial conditions, the initial temperature was -20" F with zero decay heat.  

For the post-accident steady-state analysis, the applicant used the model developed for 
normal conditions of transport but replaced the neutron shield material with air.  

3.5.6.2 Fire Test 

See SER Section 3.5.6.1.  

3.5.6.3 Maximum Temperatures and Pressure 

The maximum temperatures calculated by the applicant are given In Table 3.1 below. The 
accident temperatures in the table reflect the peak temperature of a specified component 
from the time the fire was extinguished to the time the package reached steady-state 
conditions. For both normal and accident conditions, the inner cavity was assumed to be 
filled with helium.



Table 3.1 
Maximum Calculated Temperatures (*F) 

,""Location ',, Normal ConditionsI. Accident Conditions 

,,.,Impact mte' ,,135 "- 1472 

'Outer Accessible Surface 188 . 1244 

N•utron Shield', "191 926 

Cask Body .. : .198 612 

* 'DU Shlelding . 202'" 453 

S* -. , . ' •Cavity.Liner "- : 222 437 

Fuel Support Structure -' - '294 426 

Fuel,Cladding . 313 ' . . 442 

Under ,normal conditions, all of the materials remain below their respective melting 
temperatures., For the accdeini conditioni all of the materials, with the exception of the 

,aluminumam hn m imt a ow their respective meling temperatures.  

Although the impact limiter'was shown to excieed its melting temperature, the applicant 
assumed the material did not melt during the fire.' By doing this, the applicant maximized the 
amount of heat t6ohavi entered the package,',Had the" material been allowed to melt, this 
process would liav)e rs'ulted In a&lower maximum fuel claddihg. temperature during the 
fire accdent. " 

The NRC staff agreeswith the applicant's assessment that burning of the aluminum would 
require temperatures and surface-to-iolurne •rtios'that ar "considerably higher than those for 
the'aluminum hoi6eyc6mrnb' of the ilmpact limiter and tKht t" e aluminum will not bum under the 

J..1- - 4I 

;;-;- .ypohetial ccient ondtio ll..-.".:. .* :,. ' ..,•;, 

.'' -" •Potential inter'ctions betwee6imoltenaluminum andcomponents of the cask system were 

-slsoe4lu6ted by tie NRC staff, -0 04-1n-thickstiel kir1r~o~unding the aluminum 
• h:- honeycombi ,mmfters could be'at temperatures sufficiet to mar the Numlnum 5052 
S• ,alioy,-'hose melig point is abouFt 1100"F, Anyjsafetyrelated lnteraction would require 
molten alummim to flow past'the seal of the Closure and into te'body of the transportation 

*g.-•, •: •. caskYVThe stress analysis presented in SAR Section 2.7,'HypotheticalAccident Conditions, 
- indicates that thie closure bolts haye sufficient margin to maintain tension on the closure 
'i"nder te nonditions imposed by a 30,foot free.drop. Further the structural analysis 
indicates thatte csk would have saiffilentiargins againstkithe local punch shear failure in 

.th'40-nh drop"puncture test he n'Hypothetical Accide'nt The"rmal Evaluatloh* of SAR 
Section 3.5, it is shown that the containment seals Will remaln functional at the temperatures 6•• ,' n 'd-t,,T i N C ff ' 

-and coniditionsiof theThe NRCe taff further concludes that any molten 
ilurminrm'wnWobd Solidify in the ap"an'd ItwoiId not - rtal'thet ihylene propylene seal.  
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The NRC staff also considered, qualitatively, the secondary effect of the thermal transient 
associated with the first 10 to 15 minutes of a hypothetical accident fire. The diameter of the 
cask is sufficiently small to conclude that temperatures from the center to edge of the closure 
would be nearly uniform. During the time that molten aluminum is likely to be present on the 
exterior of the cask, temperature differences through the thickness of the closure would likely 
be small and w6uld promote closure (gap tightening). Therefore, differential heating is 
regarded as a secondary effect that could not play a significant role In distorting the lid in a 
manner that would aid the entry of aluminum into the cask. It is concluded that the cask 
containment boundary, including the fit-up of the closure, will be adequately maintained 
during and after the hypothetical accident conditions and that there Is reasonable assurance 
that any molten aluminum could not penetrate the seal and enter the cask. It is concluded 
further that any molten aluminum that might form during the hypothetical accident would be 
present only outside the cask, that it would largely be contained within the impact limiter steel 
skin, and that it would not lead to safety-related consequences or unacceptable damage to 
the cask.  

The applicant calculated the MNOP assuming that 100 percent of the fuel rods fail and 
that 30 percent of the gaseous fission products are available for release. The total gas 
volume considered the gaseous fission products, the helium fill gas, and the cavity back-fill 
gas. The gaseous fission products were based on a fuel bumup of 60,000 MWd/MTU.  

The average gas temperature was calculated to be 233'F. Based on this gas temperature, 
the MNOP was determined to be 88.6 psia. The maximum pressure under hypothetical 
accident conditions is 104.9 psia, based on the average cavity gas temperature of 360*F.  

3.5.6.4 Maximum Thermal Stresses 

Thermal stresses as a result of the hypothetical accident condition fire are determined by 
finite element analysis and were evaluated in SAR Sections 2.7.3 and 2.10.12. For the 
accident analysis, the applicant used the maximum internal pressures and containment 
boundary temperatures to calculate the thermal stresses and displacements. The gap 
analysis, supported by calculations performed in SAR Section 4.5, provides reasonable 
assurance that the cask response, including containment integrity, is acceptable. The 
resulting and allowable stresses for the closure bolts, seal surface, and containment 
boundary are presented in SAR Table 2.7-21 and are acceptable.  
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3.6 EVALUATION FINDINGS 

. 3.6.1 Description of the Thermal Design 

"-The NRC staff has reviewed the package descriptior 
assurance th they"satisfy the thermal requirements 

" 3.6.2 Material Properties and Component 1pecifica 

The NRC staff has reiewed the 'material properties 
thermal evaluation and found reasonable assurance 
foi •evaluatio'n 6f the package against the thermal mI 

3.6.3 Thermal Evaluation Methods 

The NRC staff has reviewed the methods used in th 
"reasbnabie asurance that tliejf aredescbed in suf 
review, with confirmatory"calculations, of the packag •" ' mv4 tcnfi aor 

3.6.4 Evaluation of Accessible Surface Temperatur 

The NRC staff has reviewed the accessible surface 
Oprepared for~shipment and found reasonable assura 
packages transported by excluiv4 vh'. cl 

-3.36.5 Evaluation under Normal Condilonsiof Tran 

The NRC staff has reviewed the package design, co 
,nd found reasonableiassuiance that the package n 
not exterrd.by6•nd the spified aliewableliimits dun 
consistent With the tests secified in' o0CFR 71.71.  
3.;,.6•.6E nun H~ et Accident Coni 

'The NRC staff has reviewed the package design, co 
and found ireasonable assuran-6i that the package r 

-,•,', ' not exceed the specified eallowble 0hort-time lmits 
consistent with the tests specified in 10,CFR 7,1.73.  

'} -. h 

'4-:." "

1�.  
.4..  
F,

Vp'

•and evaluation and found reasonable 
of Part 71.  

•tions 

and component specifications used in the 
that they ar"'sufficient to provide a basis 
quirements of Part 71.  

e thermal evaluation and found 
fcient detail to permit an independent 
e thermal'design.  

temperatures of the package as It will be 
nce that they satisfy 10 CFR 71.43(g) for 

port 

rnstruction, and preparations for shipment 
naterial and component temperatures will 
6ig normal conditions of transport, 

dijons 

instruction, and preparations for shipment 
naterial and component temperatures will 
during 'hypothetical accident conditions,
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41.4 

~~~. '. ,.,Contalniment Review 

"" ~REVEW OBJECTIVE"," 

•;, , .' The objective Of this review Is to veirfythat the package design 
-r4ulremeits of Part 71 under nornial conditions of transport an 

• "" ~accident cohditliio.':' : 

,•\"'•i" ' 4.5.1 .Doscdpon of the Containment System.  

•,'• •. • ;* 2 .' ;•.,b2 

"4.5.1.1 Containment Boundary 

"- ~The containment 6:6undary of the.GA-4 Legbl Weight Truck Spa 
. cOnsilsts of tfie following' ¢omhpo'nents: ,(1).cask body wall," (21 bet 

•'•. (4) cs closure ,lid, (5) gas sample vav''6) drain Valve, and (I 
•-•,: pr0'ylane 'e'laitomer,O.4ings o)n the=€•sr lid,; 6as sample valvl 

•;: ,Table 4.1 lists all containmeant boundary c<Jmponents and their ni 

ri I." Table 1 4.1 GA-4 Containment Boundary Con 

•:"COMPONENýT MATERIAL 

r;••"Cask Body Wall IASME SA-240, Type XM-19 

,'ri•'. Bottom Plate A ES-!182, Type .FXM-19 

•2, 

','•i"CaskFlange ASME SA.:182,- ype FXM-19 

,•.,,: CaskClosure, Ld 'ASMESA" 182;.TyPe FXM-19 

S' Gas, Simhle Valve ASME SA 479, S21800 
•)i; "'Diilri alve ASMESA•-470, S21800 

•::. Elaitorne• O-ring . Ethylene Propylene 'Compound Parker 
S" (€posure Lid) '" E740,.75 , 

•.:'--Ela'stomer O~rlng Ethylene Propylene Compound Parker 
""" ~(9a, s amp!e Va-le) E7.4..715

Elait~merO-ring Ethylene Propylene Compound Parke 

•,•..'&':'. The'containment system Is designed to be leak tight as defined 
/'•;., Stardardi Institute (ANSI) N14.5-1987 verify a leakage rate of ls 

2 4..1Destd-cm lfCet of air).  

°'J, 34 
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satisfies the containment 
d hypothetical 

nt Fuel Shipping Cask 
tom plate, (3) ca3k flange, 
!) the Inner ethylene 
e, and drain valve.  

naterial of construction.

in American National 
ss than or equal to I x 10"

nponenta 

GA Drawing 
031348. Rev.-D.  
Item & Sht. No.  

9,2 

8,2 

10,5 
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43,6 
84,7 

39.5 

46.6 
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"All containment seals are elastomer ethylene vropylene 0-ring seals. The cask closure is an 
S11 inch thick Type XM-19 stainless steel plate, which Is attached to the cask body with twelve 
1-inch bolts. Each bolt is torqued to 235 + 15 ft-lbs. The closure lid is equipped with dual 0
ring seals set in dovetail grooves. The dimensions of the dovetail grooves are designed to 
maintain sufficient squeeze and leak tightness of the primary seal during normal 'and 
hypothetical accident conditions. The gas sample valve and drain valve are seated on plugs 
that form part of the containment boundary in the closed position. The design of the gas 
sample valve and closure lid interface'enables'simultaneous leak testing of the closure lid 
and gas sample valve prirmiary 0-rings'. The design of the drain valve also enables direct 
leak testing of its primary O-ring. The gas sample valve and drain valve are torqued to 20 t 
2 ft-lbs. According to the manufacturer's guidelines, the ethylene propylene elastomer 0-ring 
containment seals are designed to properly operate within an accumulated radiation dose 
of 1.0 x 10 ,rads.  

4.5.1.2 Codes and Standards 

All containment boundary welds, except the final fabrication weld joint connecting the cask 
body wall to the bottom plate, 'are full-penetration and are radiograph and liquid-penetrant 
examined, in accordance with ASME Code Soct ,on IlI, Division 1, Subsection NB. The final 
fabrication weld join' connecting the 6ask bo'dy wall to the bottom plate cannot be 
radiographed because of interference from the gamma shield. However, it is examined by 
both ultrasonic testing and p'rogreissive liqijid-ýenetrant inspection, in accordance with note 
20 on sheet 19 of GA Drawing No. 031348, Rev. D.  

"The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the containment system, as given In SAR 
Chapters 1 and 4. The NRC Staff found reasonable assurance that: (1) the SAR describes 
"the containment system in sufficient detail to provide an adequate'basis for its evaluation; (2) 
the SAR identifies established codes and standards for the containment system; (3) the 
containment sy;stem is securelyiclsed by a positive fastening device that cannot be opened 
unintentionallyor by a pressure that may arise within the package; and (4) the containment 
system Is made of mate.Ials and construction that assure that there will be no significant 
chemical, galvanic, or other reactions.  

4.5.1.3 Special Requirements for Damaged Spent Nuclear Fuel 

Failed fuel Is not considered in this review, therefore, this section is not applicable.  

"4.6.2 Containment Under Normal Conditions of Transport 

4.5.2.1 Pressurization of Containment Vessel 

Within the thermal and structural evaluations, the applicant demonstrated, and the NRC staff 
confirmed, that the MNOP and 4sulting stresses are within the structural allowables.  

4.5.2.2 Containment Criteria 

The containment system is designed to be leak tight (i.e., a leakage rate of less than or equal 

"to Ix10"D std-clm/sec), under both normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident 
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conditions. Therefore, it was not necessary for the applicant to calculate the releasable 
radiological source term or the maximum allowable leak rate. In accordance with 
ANSI 14.5-1987, fabrication verification, periodic verification, and assembly verification leak 
tests will be performed to verify the leak tightness of the containment system.  

4.5.2.3 Compliance with Containment Criteria 

Results of the applicant's structural and thermal evaluations show that the tests specified for 
normal transport and hypothetical accident conditions do not affect the integrity of the 
containment boundary. The applicant also performed a leak test on a full-scale closure lid 
and containment seal, in conditions similar to normal transport, and determined leak rates 
were below 1.0 x 10.7 std-c=3/sec. The applicant calculated the maximum annual exposure 
to any elastomer containment seal to be 6.8 x 10s rads and stated the accumulated exposure 
is within the manufacturer's guidelines. Therefore, radiation is expected to have only a minor 
Influence on performance of the O-ring material.  

A fabrication verification leak test of all containment components will be performed before first 
use (shipment) of the package. A leak test will also be performed on containment seals after 
the third use of the package. All seals will be replaced annually and a periodic leak test of 
the containment seals will be perforTed annually or within 12 months before each shipment.  
Also, a maintenance leak test will be performed on any containment component that has 
been replaced or any portion of a containment component that has been repaired. Each leak 
test will be performed with a helium mass spectrometer and will have a test sensitivity of at 
least 5.0 x 10i std-crn3/sec. The leak test acceptance criteria will be a leak rate no greater 
than 1.0 x 10'7 std-cm=/sec. The fabrication verification, periodic, and maintenance leak test 
procedures are specified in the operating procedures and the acceptance tests and 
maintenance procedures.  

After loading and final closure of the package, an assembly verification leak test will be 
performed before each shipment. The leak test will be performed with a pressure rise 
monitor and will have a test sensitivity of at least 1.0 x 10.3 std-cm3/sec. The leak test 
acceptance criteria Is no detectable leakage. Assembly verification leak test procedures are 
specified in the operating procedures.  

Results of the applicant's structural and thermal analyses show that the containment system 
remains leak tight under the tests specified in 10 CFR 71.71. Therefore, the NRC staff has 
reasonable assurance that the loss or dispersal of radioactive material from the cask will be 
less than 10"6 A2 per hour under normal conditions of transport, as required In 10 
CFR 71.51(a)(1). The gas sample and drain valves are protected against unauthorized 
operation and are provided with leak tested 0-ring seals to retain any leakage. Therefore, 
the package design meets the requirements of 10 CFR 71.43(e).  

4.6.3 Containment Under Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

4.5.3.1 Pressurization of Containment Vessel 

See SER Section 4.5.2.1.
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4.5.3.2 Containment Criteria 

See SER Section 4.5.2.2.  

4.5.3.3 Compliance with Containment Criteria 

The containment boundary 0-ring seals are designed to function property, remain below 
allowable temperatures, and maintain sufficient compression under both normal transport and 
hypothetical accident conditions. The applicant also performed a leak test on a full-scale 
closure lid and containment seal, in conditions similar to the thermal hypothetical accident 
condition, and determined leak rates were below 1.0 x 10.7 std-cm=/sec.  

Results of the applicant's structural and thermal analyses show that the containment system 
remains leak tight under the tests specified In 10 CFR 71.73. Therefore, the NRC staff has 
reasonable assurance that the escape of krypton would not exceed 10 A2 in 1 week, and the 
escape of other radioactive materials would not exceed A2 in I week, under hypothetical 
accident conditions, as required by 10 CFR 71.51(a)(2).  

4.6 EVALUATION FINDINGS 

4.6.1 Description of Containment System 

The NRC staff has reviewed the description and evaluation of the containment system and 
found reasonable assurance that: (1) the SAR identifies established codes and standards for 
the containment system; (2) the package includes a containment system securely closed by a 
positive fastening device that cannot be opened unintentionally or by a pressure that may 
arise within the package; (3) the package is constructed of materials that assure that there 
will be no significant chemical, galvanic, or other reaction; and (4) the gas sample and drain 
valves are protected against unauthorized operation and are provided with leak tested O-ring 
seals to retain any leakage.  

4.6.2 Containment Under Normal Conditions of Transport 

The NRC staff has reviewed the evaluation of the containment system under normal 
conditions of transport and found reasonable assurance that the package design, acceptance 
tests, operating procedures, and maintenance procedures satisfy the containment 
requirements of 10 CFR 71.43() and 10 CFR 71.51(a)(1), for normal conditions of transport, 
with no dependence on filters or a mechanical cooling system.  

4.6.3 Containment Under Hypothetical Accldent Conditions 

The NRC staff has reviewed the evaluation of the containment system under hypothetical 
accident conditions and found reasonable assurance that the package design, acceptance 
tests, operating procedures, and maintenance procedures satisfy the containment 
requirements of 10 CFR 71.51(a)(2), for hypothetical accident conditions, with no 
dependence on filters or a mechanical cooling system.
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5 Shielding Review 

REVIEW OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this review is to verify that the package design satisfies the external radiation 
"requirements of Part 71unider normal 6onditions of transport and hypothetical 
accident conditions.  

•5.5.1 Description of Shielding Design 

The GA-4 Legal Weight Truck Spent Fuel Shipping Cask design is described In SAR Section 
1.2 with additional details in Chapters 2, "Structural,s and 5, 'Shielding Evaluation.' The cask Isdesigned to transport bp to four PWR assemblies with fuel bumups of 35,000 MWd/MTU 
and a cooling time of 10 years or 45,000 MWd/MTU and a 15-year cooling time.  

Cask components Include the containment (flange, cask body, bottom plate, and drain valve seals); the cavity liner and FSS; the DU gamma shield; and the neutron shield and Its outer 
shell. With the exception of the DU gamma shield, the nieutron shield, and the BC pellets in the FSS, all major components of the cask are stainless steel. The top and bottom ends of 
the cask ire a solid stainless steel structure.  

The cask body is square with rounded comers and transitions to a round outer shell for the 
e neutron shield.' The thickness of thei'eutron and gamma shields is reduced at the comers.  

cask Shielding in the non-fuel regions of the'cask is tapered.' The' cask is designed to optimize the cask shielding configuration for ,rninlmut 7V eightsand maximum payloads.  

The FSS is made'up of four equal panels that contain B4C pellets for criticality control and 
-divide the cask cavity into four sient fuel 6ompartments.' The flange connects the cask body 
wall and fuelfcavity liner at the top, and the bottoin plate cfanects them at the bottom.  Ths pat conet the attebotm These components contain" And support the DU gamma shield. The gamma shield is made 

up~~".. of- f-v 'n& htreas bl'' Wvith zero axial'cleairance, within the DU cavity, to 
"minimize thgaps at operating temp:eratures.' 

,-'. The neutron shield occupies the space between the cask body wall and the outer shell. The .components of the neutron shield are proprietary and thus are not further described In this docurment. The tro riea•'4eisiori of the SAR contains a detailed description of the neutron 
shield, Including diin6nsions'and the cifcation of materials used for the neutron shield.  A., ' *.. -,•• _ 

5.5.1.1 Packaging Design Features 

See SER Section 5.5.1.3.  

5.5.1.2 Codes and Standards 

See SER Section 5.5.1.3.  
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5.5.1.3 Summary Table of Maximum Radiation Levels 

The General Information' Chapter, the !Shielding Chapter', and the Drawings In the 
application were reviewed for completeness of Information and consistency. The Information, 
parameters, and dimensions provided'are sufficient to perform a review and were consistent among the chapters and drawings. Where appropriate, standards are Identified and used.  
The summary table of maximum iradlition levels for both normal and accident conditions 
outside the cask shows values within the regulatory limit' for an exclusive-use shipment 

5.5.2 Source Specification 

The cask is designed to transport up to four PWR spent fuel assemblies with bumups of 35,000 MWd/MTU and a cooling time of 10 years or 45,000 MWd/MTU and a 15-year cooling 
time. GA used a variety of codes to complete the shielding evaluation. The source term was generated using the SAS2 module of the SCALE-4.1 code. SAS2 computes gamma and 
neutron source terms.  

5.5.2.1 Gamma Source 

See SER Section 5.5.2.2.  

5.5.2.2 Neutron Source 

GA used the SAS2 module of SCALE-4.1 to generate the neutron and gamma source terms for the spent nuclear fuel to be transported in the GA-4 cask. A standard Westinghouse 
15x15 fuel assembly with an Initial enrichment of 3.0 wt. percent U-235 was used to calculate 
the source term. The 3.0 wt. percent enrichment produces a higher source term, because of 
larger neutron values than higher Initial enrichments. The source specification for the 
shielding design assumes an axial distribution of relative bumup in the active fuel region.  
The SAS2 module computes gamma and neutron source terms using reactor history and 
cooling times for fuel assemblies.  

Radiation sources In a spent fuel assembly come from four regions: the active fuel region, 
the bottom tie plate and skirt, the'plenum and spring, and top tie plate. The active fuel region Includes both gamma and neutron sources, whereas the three non-fuel regions Include only 
gamma sources.  

The gamma sources for the fuel region used in the shielding analysis Include primary 
gammas, x-rays, conversion photons, alpha-neutron photons, prompt and fission-product 
gammas from spontaneous fission, and bremsstrahlung radiation. Generally, only gammas 
with energies from 0.8 MeV to 2.5 MeV contribute significantly to the external dose. GA used gamma energies from 0.7 MeV to 2.5 MeV In calculating the gamma dose rates outside 
the cask. Contributions for the neutron source term Include the primary neutron source In the 
spent fuel, spontaneous fission, and alpha-neutron reactions.  

The NRC staff performed confirmatory calculations using the SAS-2H module of SCALE 4.3 to generate the neutron and gamma source term. The Information needed to develop the 
input deck for the SAS-2H computer run is located In SAR Chapter 5. Since the assembly
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was divided Into six axial lengths, with each axial length having the appropriate relative 
power, six SAS-2H computer runs were performed. The gamma and neutron source terms 
ditermined from the confirmatory calculations do not differ significantly from the source terms 
determined by GA and presented in the SAR. The gamma and neutron source terms 
determined by the NRC staff were then used In the confirmatory calculations to verify GA's 
predicted dose rates.  

6.5.3 Model Specification 

The structural and thermal properties of the cask components were evaluated by the NRC 
staff. The NRC staff has determined that, based on the Information provided, the cask 
components. Including those necessary for shielding, have an acceptable design margin to 
maintain structural Integrity during normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident 
conditions. The thermal evaluation conducted by NRC staff concluded that the maximum 
normal operating and hypothetical accident condition temperatures would not adversely affect 
the casks components, including the shielding materials.  

The models for normal and accident conditions were reviewed and found to be consistent 
with the drawings and appropriate or bounding for'the analyses presented In the structural 
and thermal analyses.  

5.5.3.1 Configuration of Source and Shielding 

See SER Section 5.5.3.  

5.5.3.2 Material Properties 

The reported material properties were reviewed and a sample of mass and atom densities 
was checked and found to be correct.  

6.6.4 'Evaluation 

5.5.4.1 Methods 

The shielding analyses were performed using the PATH point kemal Integration code, DORT 
transport code, the CSASN module of SCALE-4.3 for cross-section data, and MCNP Monte 
Carlo Code. The DORT, SCALE, and MCNP codes are well-established codes that are used 
extensively In Industry. PATH was developed by GA as a gamma shielding computer 
program that uses the point-kernel integration technique to perform calculations of dose rates 
and shielding requirements-for complex geometry and various source types. The PATH code 
has been validated against the CAD code, which is a multidimensional point kemal module 
of SCALE.  

MCNP was developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory and is a complete shielding code 
with cross-section data for neutrons and gammas built Into the code. MCNP Is a 3-D code 
that can explicitly model the unusual geometry of this cask design. Using MCNP to calculate 
the gamma dose from the fuel region, the DU gamma shield and the neutron shield were 
subdivided Into several subregions to determine the radial dependence of the dose'rates on 
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the material thicknesses. Dose rates were calculated over several azimuthal regions, to 
determine the azimuthal variation of the dose rate at the cask surface and at 2 meters from 
the edge of the transporter.  

The PATH code was also used to calculate the gamma dose rates from the hardware region 
of the cask. This code calculates the exponential attenuation of gamma rays and applies 
single-medium buildup factors to determine the final dose rate. For the cask ends, which are 
made up of only stainless steel, the PATH code will generate reliable dose rate predictions.  
However, for the sections of the cask where the gammas from the hardware will Interact with 
more than one material (the DU gamma shield and the stainless steel), a correction factor 
needs to be applied when determining the dose r'te. MCNP was used to account for the 
differing scattering characteristics of the different shielding material. The correction factor 
was determined to be the ratio of the MCNP dose rate predication to the PATH dose 
rate prediction.  

A gap analysis of the DU gamma shield was performed using the 2-D DORT code. The DU 
shield is divided into five pieces that are assembled with zero clearance at room temperature 
to minimize gaps at operating temperatures. The analysis assumed a 0.114-cm gap between 
two pieces of the shield in the region of the peak fuel source. This analysis yielded a dose 
rate increase of up to 8 percent at the cask surface and up to 1 percent at 2 meters. Based 
on this analysis, primary gamma dose rates on the side of the cask were Increased 8 percent 
and 1 percent at 2 meters for conservatism.  

MCNP was also used to calculate the neutron dose rate along the surface of the cask and at 
the cask ends. The MCNP radial model for the neutron dose, which was identical to the 
model used to determine the gamma dose, was used to determine the azimuthal variation of 
dose rate at the cask surface and at 2 meters from the edge of the transport vehicle.  

An axial MCNP model was developed to describe the lower end of the cask bottom because 
the neutron source peaks at the lower end of the assembly. Also, the cask closure is thicker 
than the cask bottom plate, so the cask bottom plate will have a higher dose. A simple, 
cylindrical MCNP model was developed to determine the dose rate ratio between the top and 
bottom cask surfaces. The neutron dose rates at the top end of the cask were determined by 
multiplying the dose rates at equivalent locations at the bottom end by the dose rate ratio.  
To confirm that this resulted in a conservative dose, GA performed an axial MCNP model of 
the top end of the cask. This evaluation determined that the dose rates on the sides and 
conical surfaces of the upper Impact limiter were 20 percent less than the corresponding 
dose rates for the lower end model.  

MCNP was used to perform a ground scattering analysis, since ground scattering can be a 
significant component of the total external dose rate, especially at 2 meters from the 
transport. The ground scattering factor is generally higher for neutrons because they have a 
higher albedo than gammas. Three MCNP cases were run: (1) the cask without the ground, 
(2) a horizontal cask 3.5 feet above the ground, and (3) a cask lying on its side upon the 
ground. From these runs, a ground scattering factor of 1.4 for neutrons and 1.1 for gammas 
was applied to the results of the dose rates at 2 meters from the transport.  
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The applicant's calculations showed dose rates within the regulatory limits at the package 
surface, the vehicle surface, 2 meters from the vehicle, and at the underside of the vehicle.  
The NRC staff used the data generated from the confirmatory analysis of the source term as 
Input to the MCBEND computer code to perform confirmatory shielding analyses. MCBEND 
uses the Monte Carlo methodology and quasi-continuous-energy cross-section data derived 
from UKNDL to solve radiation transport and shielding problems. With MCBEND, the NRC 
staff modeled the complex shield geometry of the GA-4 transportation cask and calculated 
the doses from direct neutrons, subcritical neutron multiplication, direct gammas, and 
neutron-induced gammas. The NRC staff also extended the MCBEND model to estimate the 
contributions of ground shine to the computed doses. The NRC staff's MCBEND results 
confirm that the dose rates on contact and at 2 meters. with the design basis fuel at 3.0 
weight-percent 2'U enrichment, are within the limits specified in 10 CFR 71.47 and 
correspond to the dose rates calculated by GA. Although the calculated dose rates on the 
surface of the cask and at 2 meters from the vehicle have been determined to be within the 
regulations in 10 CFR 71.47, the end-user of the GA-4 transport cask Is still responsible for 
performing a dose rate survey of the loaded cask to demonstrate compliance with the 
regulations before transportation.  

Based on the information submitted by the applicant and from.the results of the NRC staff's 
confirmatory analysis, the NRC staff has determined that for fuel with a bumup of 45,000 
MWd/MTU and cooled for a minimum of 15 years, an initial enrichment of 3.0 wt. percent "U 
is bounding. Based upon information available from DOE, for fuel with bumups above 35.000 
MWd/MTU, the initial enrichment of the fuel is generally not less than 3.0 wt. percent MU.  

For fuel with a bumup of 35,000 MWd/MTU and cooled for a minimum of 10 years, the 
minimum initial enrichment authorized will be 3.0 wt. percent 3U. This minimum enrichment 
is based upon the analyses performed by GA which Identifies 3.0 wt. percent mU as the 
bounding initial enrichment. For enrichments less than 3.0 wt. percent mU, the neutron dose 
rate component of the total dose rate may be increased while the gamma dose component 
will essentially remain the same. To load fuels with Initial enrichments less than 3.0 wt.  
percent "5J In the GA-4 cask, GA will have to submit an amendment request with supporting 
analyses to demonstrate compliance with the dose rate limits specified in 10 CFR 71.47.  

5.5.4.2 Key Input and Output Data 

Key Input and output data for the shielding calculations were Identified and provided. The 
NRC staff reviewed the applicant's key Input data and output files and found 
them appropriate.  

5.5.4.3 Flux-to-Dose Rate Conversion 

The flux-to-dose-rate conversion factors used In the shielding calculations are from 
ANSVANS-6.1.1-1977, Neutron and Gamma-Ray Flux-to-Dose-Rate Factors.' 

5.5.4.4 Radiation Levels 

GA performed an evaluation, using 3.0 wt. percent $U enrichments, to demonstrate the 
shielding evaluation of the cask Is adequate to ensure compliance with the dose rate limits in
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TABLE 6.1 
SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM REGULATORY DOSE RATES 

FOR GA-4 CASK In mRPhr (mSvlhr) 

Bumup (GWd/MTU) 35 45 

Cooling Time 10 15 
(years) I I 

Number of 4 4 
Assemblies 

Normal Conditions 

Package Surface Gamma Neutron Total Gamma Neutron Total Reg.  

Side 105.5 57.7 163.2 81.6 116.2 197.8 200 
(1.06) (0.58) (1.63) (0.82) (1.16) (1.98) (2) 

Top End 20.8 2.0 22.8 11.3 12.0 23.3 200 
(0.21) (0.02) (0.23) (0.11) (0.12) (0.23) (2) 

Bottom End 48.1 6.0 54.1 33.8 12.0 45.8 200 
(0.48) (0.06) (0.54) (0.34) (0.12) (0.46) (2) 

2 m from Vehicle Gamma Neutron Total Gamma Neutron Total Reg.  
Surface 

Side 6.59 1.68 8.27 3.72 5.05 8.77 10 
(0.07) (0.02) (0.08) (0.04) (0.05) (0.09) (0.1) 

Rear 1.54 0.15 1.69 1.07 0.29 1.36 10 
(0.02) (0.002) (0.02) (0.01) (0.003) (0.014) (0.1) 

Back of Cab 0.278 0.04 2 0.32 0.19 0.10 0.29 2 
(0.003) (0.0004) (0.003) (0.002) (0.001) (0.003) (0.02) 

Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

I m from Gamma Neutron Total Gamma Neutron Total Reg.  
Damaged Cask 

Side (peak) 103 194 297 75 398 473 1000 
1 (1.03) (1.94) (2.97) (0.75) (3.98) (4.73) (10)

Part 71. The summary of maximum dose rates calculated by GA for the GA-4 transportation 
cask for normal conditions and the hypothetical accident condition Is found in Table 5.1. The 
flux-to-dose-rate conversion factors used by GA in the shielding evaluation are from 
ANSIVANS 6.1.1-1977. which Is a standard accepted by the NRC.



The methods used to determine the dose rates were described in the preceding section. The 
transporter used in the dose rate evaluations was an 8-foot-wide semitrailer with 19.6 feet 
between the top of the Impact limiter and the rear of the tractor's cab. The cask is to be 
mounted on the trailer bed with the comers facing down. The dose rate evaluation for the 
hypothetical accident condition assumes a complete loss of neutron shield and the stainless 
steel outer skin. Dose rates for the accident condition were determined In the same manner 
as for normal transport conditions, except that the neutron shield and outer shell are misuing.  

The NRC staff performed calculations to confirm the applicant's dose rate results for normal 
conditions. The NRC staff used the SAS2H sequence in the SCALE system to generate the 
radiation source terms. The shielding calculations used this source term with the MCBEND 
code. The dose rates calculated by the NRC staff are consistent with those presented IA the 
application. The operating procedures specify that the loaded package is to be surveyed 
prior to shipment to verify that the dose rates are within the limits specified In NRC and 
Department of Transportation regulations.  

The NRC staff agrees, In conjunction with the minimum enrichment conditions discussed 
previously, with the applicant's conclusion that the package shielding, together with the 
radiation survey performed before each shipment, are adequate to assure that external dose 
rates are within allowable limits.  

5.6 EVALUATION FINDINGS 

5.6.1 Description of the Shielding Design 

The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the packaging design and found reasonable 
assurance that it provides an adequate basis for the shielding evaluation.  

5.6.2 Source Specification 

The NRC staff has reviewed the source specifications used In the shielding evaluation and, In 
conjunction with the minimum enrichment conditions discussed previously, found reasonable 
assurance that they are sufficient to provide a basis for evaluation of the package against 
Part 71 shielding requirements.  

5.6.3 Model Specification 

The NRC staff has reviewed the models used In the shielding evaluation and found 
reasonable assurance that they are described In sufficient detail to permit an independent 
review, with confirmatory calculations, of the package shielding design.  

5.6A Evaluation 

The NRC staff has reviewed the external radiation levels of the package and vehicle as It will 
be prepared for shipment and found reasonable assurance that they satisfy 10 CFR 71.47(b) 
for packages transported by an exclusive-use vehicle.
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-.The NRC staff has revieweidlthe package design, construction, and preparations for shipment 
anon..aoal sbranc that the external aidiation levels will not significantly 
Increiease d irg-n6r'maI conditions of transport cdnslteint with the testspeiedn 

and fondstf has reviewed the package Oesign,'coinstruction, and preparations for shipment 
andf66d rasoiiable~aissurnce that the maximum 'exernal 'radiation level at 1 meter from 

iexi~ternal surface bf th'e paBckag'e will 'not'exc~eed 10 rnSvlhr (1 rem/hr) during hypothetical 
accidenit .con'ditions, consistent with the tests s~pecified In* 10 CFR 71.73.  

V'T 
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6 Criticality Review
REVIEW OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this review is to verify that the package design satisfies the criticality safety requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 under normal conditions of transport and hypothetical 
accident conditions.  

The applicant performed a criticality analysis to show that the package remains subcritical under normal conditions of trinsport and hypothetical accident conditions. The analysis shows that the package meets the requirements of Part 71 for exclusive-use shipments with a transport index for criticality control of 100. The analysis and transport index limits the 
number of packages in a shipment to a single GA-4 cask.  

6.5.1 Description of the Criticality Design 

The applicant described the packaging In sufficient detail to provide an adequate basis for its evaluation. The descriptions in the SAR include the types and dimensions of materials of construction and materials specifically used as nonfissile neutron absorbers or moderators.  

The structural analysis shows that the configuration of the fuel basket will be maintained under normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions.  

6.5.1.1 Packaging Design Features 

The GA-4 cask can transport up to four intact, Irradiated PWR fuel assemblies. Each fuel assembly comprises a 14 X 14 or 15 X 15 pin array with Zircaloy-clad fuel rods. The fuel rods contain uranium dioxide (UO 2) pellets with a maximum Initial uranium enrichment of 3.15 wt. percent 2U. The detailed contents description is provided in SER Section 1.5.2.3., and 
is discussed further,'later In thisevaluation.  

A cruciform FSS provides the spacing and neutron poison needed to prevent criticality. The FSS' four identical panels are made of stainless steel. Each panel contains pellets of 96 wt.  percent boron-10 (10B) enriched BC, stacked In a unifoim series of 292 holes running perpendicular to the FSS axis. The FSS is welded to the stainless steel liner of the spent fuel cavity. Radially outside the cavity liner are a gamma shield of DU metal and a hydrogenous neutron shield. Material specifications, fabrication controls, and the acceptance measurerie'nts and tests described In SAR Section 8.1 ensure that each FSS hole contains 
no less than the specified minlmurm 1'1B loading.  

6.5.1.2 Codes and Standards 

The applicant identified, where appropriate, the codes and standards used in all aspects~of 
the criticality design and evaluation.  
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6.5.1.3 Summary Table of Criticality Evaluations 

The applicant provided a summary of the final criticality results In SAR Table 6.4-4. The 
"table addresses results for a single package, and arrays of damaged and undamaged 
packages, as required by 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59. The summary table Illustrates that the 
GA-4 cask meets the criticality criteria of Part 71.  

6.5.1.4 Transport Index 

The applicant specified a number W'N of 0.5 and analyzed the appropriate number of 
packages In arrays. The GA-4 cask, based on these analyses, has a transport Index for 
criticality control (50/N) of 100, which was'verified to be specified consistently throughout the 
SAR. The transport Index thus limits to one the number of GA-4 casks that can be 
transported in a single shipment 

6.5.2 Spent Nuclear Fuel Contents 

The specifications of the spent fuel used In the criticality evaluation and authorized for 
transport are consistent with those specified In other SAR sections. The GA-4 cask can 
transport up to four intact, irradiated PWR fuel assemblies. Each fuel assembly comprises a 
14x14 or 15x15 pin array, with Zircalo,-clad fuel rods. The fuel rods contain U0 2 pellets, 
with a maximum Initial uranium enrichment of 3.15 wt. percent 235UJ. The detailed contents 
description Is provided in SER Section 1.5.2.3. and, Is discussed further, later In 
this evaluation.  

8.6.3 General Considerations for Evaluations 

6.5.3.1 Model Configuration 

In the criticality calculations, the applicant conservatively assumed fresh fuel without burnable 
poisons. The boron carbide pellet stacks were approximated as continuous cylinders of B4C, 
with a single axial gap located at either end or in the middle of the stack. Each B4C cylinder 
was assumed to have the minimum pellet diameter and the minimum pellet-stack height.  
The size of the axial gap In'the iellet-stack'model was taken as the maximum-tolerance 
"difference between the' FSS hole depth and pellet-stack height at bounding operating 
temperatures. The poison material was modeled as' 96 uv. percent 10B enriched B4C with its 
densiti adjusted to give 90 percent of the specified minimum 19B loading in each pellet stack.  
The DU shielding material was modeled with a "5U content greater than the specified 
maximum.' The rounded, contoured DU shield was approximated with a square model 
geometry. Pure water conservatively replaced the actual neutron shielding material in the 
applicant's computational model.  

Control components, If present, were Ignored In the modeling. All fuel rods were modeled 
intact with no rods missing and the maximum enrichment throughout.  

The models for normal and accident conditions were reviewed and found to be consistent with 
the drawings and in keeping with the structural ahd thermal analyses.
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6.5.3.2 Material Properties

The reported material properties were reviewed and a sampling of mass and atom densities 
was checked and found to be correct. GA specifies that the boron in the pellets be 96 wt.  
percent "0B enriched end the minimum density be 96 percent of theoretical. The boron 
carbide pellets are acceptance-tested, as described In SAR Section 8.1.4.4, to verify that 
these specifications are met. Additionally, the drawings specify a minimum diameter, length, 
and total weight of 108 of an assembled pellet stack. The applicant's specifications and 
acceptance methods for the borion carbide pellets were reviewed by the NRC staff and 
determined to be acceptable.  

The NRC staff verified that the B4C is essentially Inert and will not be attacked or degraded 
under expected service conditions. Only negligible amounts of radiation-induced swelling of 
the B4C are expected in service and, in the unlikely event that a pellet is cracked in service, 
the neutron absorption characteristics will remain essentially unaltered during the 
service period.  

The applicant's criticality calculations conservatively assume DU with 0.3 wt. percent 23U, 
and GA Drawing 031348 specifies a maximum 1U concentration of 0.2 wt. percent.  

6.5.3.3 Computer Codes and Cross-Section Libraries 

The applicant's criticality analysis used KENO-Va and 27BURNUPLIB within the CSAS25 
sequence of the SCALE-4.3 code system. To validate the computational method for this 
application, the applicant performed benchmark calculations for a set of 27 fresh-fuel critical 
experiments. The Input files for the KENO-Va runs were provided in SAR Section 6.6 and 
reviewed by the NRC staff. In addition, benchmarkdng of the analytic method by the applicant 
and independent calculations by the NRC staff provide reasonable assurance that the 
package meets regulatory requirements.  

6.5.3.4 Demonstration of Maximum Reactivity 

The applicant determined that the Westinghouse 15x15 OFA was the most reactive of the 
requested contents. Table 6.1, presents a summary of the relative computed reactivities of 
the requested contents, as modeled by the applicant. Using the most reactive contents, the 
applicant performed a'series of calculations to determine the most reactive configurations 
under optimally flooded conditions. The calculations showed that the closest assembly pitch, 
with the assemblies touching the FSS, was most reactive. Although reactivity was shown to 
be only weakly sensitive to the assumed positioning of maximum gaps in the B4C pellet 
stacks, the case with the gaps at the outsides of the pellet stacks did appear to be marginally 
more reactive than the cases with gaps at the insides or middle of the pellet stacks. All 
flooded cases assumed flooding within the fljel-clad gap.  
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Table 6.1 Criticality Safety Basis for Allowed Contents 
(Assembly types listed In order of decreasing maximum k,) 

Ratio Active Length (inches) MTU (3.15 wt. % 233U) 

Fuel Assembly Type k' to 
(Mfr.-ArrPy-Version) k.• * Modeled Nominal* Modeled Nominal" 

W-15x15-Std/ZC 0.9990 144.35 142-144 0.4560 0.4563-0.469 

W-15x15-OFA 0.9990 144.35 144 0.4660 0.4627 

BW-15x15-Mk.B,BZ,BGD 0.995 142.70 141.8 0.4765 0.4636 

Exx/A-15x15-WE 0.990 144.35 144 0.4422 0.432 

CE-15x15-Palisades 0.987 144.35 132.0 0.4459 0.413 

(144) 

CE-14x14-Ft.Calhoun 0.977 128.40 128 0.3784 0.376 

W-14x14-Model C 0.974 137.75 136.7 0.4147 0.397 

CE-14x14-Std/Gen. 0.973 137.75 137 0.4060 0.386 

ExxIA-14x14-CE 0.971 137.75 134.1 0.3921 0.381 
(137) 

W-14x14-OFA 0.965 144.35 135.2-144 0.3641 0.336-0.358 

W-14x14-Std/ZCA,/ZCB 0.965 146.00 141.2-145.2 0.4191 0.389-0.407 
(145.5) 0.4191 0_3_9-0.407 

Exx/A-14x14-WE 0.952 142.70 142 0.3728 0.379

"*ku" = 0.9331 for the most limiting assembly types. Ratio values in italics are estimated from 
applicant's calculations.  
"*Nominal values are taken from DOE/RW-0184. Where different, nominal values quoted in 
the SAR are shown in parentheses.  

The applicant's analysis demonstrates the most reactive case for the single package, array of 
undamaged packages and arrays of damaged packages, and is further evaluated in SER 
Section 6.5.4.  

6.5.3.5 Confirmatory Analyses 

See the Evaluation Findings In SER Section 6.6, below.
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6.6.4 Single Package Evaluation 

6.5.4.1 Configuration 

To show that the package meets the single-package requirements of 10 CFR 71.55(b), the 
applicant analyzed a single water-reflected package fully flooded by water at various 
densities. Flooding with full-density water, conservatively modeled as 1.0 glcm3 , was most 
reactive. In addressing the requirements of 10 CFR 71.59 for arrays of undamaged 
packages, the applicant modeled an Infinite array .of dry packages. Results of the structural 
and thermal analyses showed that the dimensions and arrangements of package Internals 
would not be changed under accident conditions. Because the application Is for a criticality 
transport Index of 100, with N=0.5, the applicant's analysis for the damaged array was the 
same as that for the single package.  

6.5.4.2 Results 

Table 6.2 summarizes the reported results of the criticality analysis.  

Table 6.2 Summary of Applicant's Criticality Safety Calculation Results 

z CRatio of maximum Analyzed Configuration calculated ky to k•' 

Single Package: 
0.a k,0 

Optimally moderated and reflected by full-density water 0.9990 

Array of Z 5N Undamaged Packages: 0.3164 
Bounded for N=0.5 by Infinite array of dry undamaged packages 

Array of 2 2N Damaged Packages: 
For N=0.5, analyzed as a single package optimally moderated and 0.9990 
reflected by full-density water 

"*km" = 0.9331 

6.5.6 Evaluation of Package Arrays Under Normal Conditions of Transport 

6.5.5.1 Configuration 

See SER Section 6.5.4.1 

6.5.5.2 Results 

See SER Section 6.5.4.2
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6.5.6 Evaluation of package Arrays Under Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

6.5.6.1 Configuration 

See SER Section 6.5.4.1 

6.5.6.2 Results 

See SER Section 6.5.4.2 

6.6.7 Benchmark Evaluations 

6.5.7.1 Experiments and Applicability 

The applicant's criticality analysis used KENO-Va and 27BURNUPLIB within the CSAS25 
sequence of the SCALE-4.3 code system. To validate the computational method for this 
application, the applicant performed benchmark calculations for a set of 27 fresh-fuel critical 

experiments. All of the experiments consisted of various configurations of U0 2 fuel-pin arrays 
moderated by water or borated water. Uranium enrichments ranged from 2.35 to 4.74 wt.  
percent 235U. In nine of the benchmark experiments, fuel-pin arrays were separated by 
absorber curtains consisting"of BC-pellet-loaded pins in two cases, boral in three cases, and 
borated stainless steel in four cases. Four other experiments included reflection by DU.  
Other important physical characteristics of the benchmarks, such as the pitch-to-diameter 
ratio of the fuel rods and the CSAS25-computed average energy group causing fission (AEF), 
were similar to and bracketed those of the package.  

6.5.7.2 Bias Determination 

The applicant used the methodology from NUREGICR-6361, 'Criticality Benchmark Guide for 
Light-Water-Reactor Fuel in Transportation and Storage Packages,' Section 4.1.1, Upper 
Subcritical Limit Method 1, to perform a statistical trending analysis of the 27 benchmark 
results. Considering AEF. rod pitch, fuel enrichment, hydrogen-to-uranium atom ratio, and 
Dancoff factor as potential bias-trending parameters, the analysis showed that rod pitch gave 
both the strongest coirrlation for linear variation of the computed critical eigenvalue and the 

.lowest upper-safety-limit eigenvalue (km) for the package analysis. Using an eigenvalue 
administrative margin of 0.05, the applicant invoked a uniform ku=. of 0.9326 even though the 
analysis supported a slightly higher kw, of 0.9331 for the rod pitch of the limiting assembly 
"type. Although the NRC staff has chosen to use the latter ku. value In its evaluation of the 
analysis, this choice has not affected any conclusions drawn from the analysis.  

The NRC staff noted that the reported benchmarklng results for the two BC experiments 
showed greater-than-average underprediction3 of the critical eigenvalue. Specifically, the two 
B4C experiments had CSAS25-calculated critical elgenvalues of 0.9864 : 0.0019 and 0.9875 
.t 0.0017, whereas the corresponding trended average of the eigenvalue for all 27 
benchmarks was 0.9916 (i.e., k(pftch) in SAR Figure 6.1-3). The NRC staff also noted, 
however, that the two B4C benchmarks were part of a three-experiment set taken from a 
single facility (SAR Ref. 6.5-3), and that the CSAS25-computed critical eigenvalue for that 
set's third experiment, which had no B6C pins or other absorber curtains, was even lower 
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than the other two at 0.9844 1 0.0018. It was further noted that the benchmark models 
assumed nominal 138 loadings In the stacked-pellet B4C absorber pins, whereas the package 
analysis method assumes 90 percent-of-minimum loadings. Based on the latter 
observations, the NRC staff believes that the applicant's analysis of the combined set of 27 
benchmark results did produce a conservative estimate of bias for the package calculations.  

6.6 EVALUATION FINDINGS 

The NRC staff performed Independent confirmatory calculations using the MONK7B Monte 
Carlo code with quasi-continuous-energy cross-section data derived primarily from UKNDL.  
A set of 22 benchmarks of thermal U0 2 rod lattices shows that MONK7B generally 
overpredicts the reactivity of such systems by approximately 0.5 percent. Without any bias 
allowances, the MONK7B-computed kP for the bounding case described above was 0.9381 ± 
0.0008. Repeating the calculation with natural uranium (0.7 wt. percent 2U) in place of DU 
(DU, modeled with 0.3 wt. percent 2U) as the gamma shielding material resulted in a k. of 
0.9512:t 0.0010, thereby demonstrating a significant sensitivity to the 25U content in the DU 
shielding material. MONK7B calculations with both exact- and square-geometry models of the 
DU shield showed statistically negligible differences in reactivity. Sensitivity calculations with 
the limiting-case fuel density increased by 0.8 percent, likewise showed Insignificant reactivity 
effects. The NRC staffs calculations also confirmed the applicant's conclusions regarding the 
most reactive fuel type and the most-reactive conditions of fuel-assembly pitch, B4C-gap 
location, and internal water density.  

Table 6.3 summarizes key specifications for tlhe package materials and components affecting 
criticality safety. These specifications ensure that the actual dimensions and compositions of 
the FSS and DU shield are consistent with the stated bases for the applicant's calculational 
models. In particular, the tabulated specifications establish the following relationships 
between the package and the analysis model: 

I 

10. Each B4C pellet stack has at least 111 percent (i.e., 110.90) of the '01 content 
assumed In the applicant's computational model.  

10 The actual length and outer surface area of each BC pellet stack are no less than in 
the computational model.  

N The sizes of BC pellet gaps within the FSS holes are no greater than those 
considered in the analysis model.  

I1> The DU shielding material contains no more 235U than is assumed in the 
analysis model.  
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Table 6.3 Key Package Component Specifications Affecting Criticality Safety 

Specified Parameter Minimum Maximum 

B4C boron enidchment 96 wt. percent 108 NIA 

Diameter of each B4C pellet 0.426 In 0.430 In 

Height of each B,C pellet stack 7.986 In 8.046 In 

Mass of 108 In each B4C pellet stack* 31.5 g N/A 

Mass of each B4C pellet stack' 43.0 g 45.0 g 

Diameter of each FSS hole 0.432 In 0.44 In 

FSS nominal hole pitch N/A 0.55 In 

FSS hole depth minus B4C pellet-stack 0.009 In 0.129 in 
height (at room temperature) 

Thickness of each FSS panel 0.600 In 0.620 In 

Fuel cavity width N/A 9.135 In 

2U content In DU shielding material"* N/A 0.2 wt. percent 

* The applicant specifies only the minimum mass of 108 In each pellet stack, a quantity that Is 
not readily measured. Assuming B4C with 1.0 wt. percent chemical Impurities (typical), the 
NRC staff notes that this corresponds to a minimum pellet stack mass of 43.0 grams. Pellet 
stack masses greater than 45.0 grams suggest that other B4C parameters may be outside 
their specified acceptance limits (e.g., very low 108 enrichment, leading to higher BC 
mass density).  
"" The applicant's criticality calculations conservatively assume DU with 0.3 wt. percent 235U.  

Based on its review of the information and analyses reported by the applicant and its own 
calculations, the NRC staff has determined that there Is reasonable assurance that the 
package design meets the criticality safety requirements In Part 71.  

6.6.1 Description of Criticality Design 

The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the packaging design and found reasonable 
assurance that it provides an adequate basis for the criticality evaluation.  

The NRC staff has reviewed the summary Information of the criticality design and found 
reasonable assurance that it Indicates the package Is In compliance with the requirements of 
Part 71.
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6.6.2 Spent Nuclear Fuel Contents 

"The NRC staff has reviewed te'description of the spent nuclear fuel contents and found 
reasonable'assUrance that it provides an adequate basis for the criticality evaluation.  

- 6.6.3 General Considerations for Evaluations 
The NRC staff has reviewed the criticality description and evaluation of the package and 
found reasonable assurance that it addresses the criticality safety requirements of Part 71.  

6,6,4 Single Package Evaluation 

The NRC staff has reviewed the criticality evaluation of a single package and found 
reasonable assurance that It Is subcdticai under the most reactive credible conditions.  

6.6.5 Evaluation of.Package Arrays under Normal Conditions of Transport 

The NRC staff has reviewed the criticality evaluation of the most reactive array of 5N 
packages and found reasornable assurance that It is subcritical under normal conditions 
of transport..  

6.6.6 Evaluation of Package Arrays under Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

The NRC staff has reviewed the criticality evaluation of the most reactive array of 2N 
package's and found reasonable assur'anc'e that It Is subcritical under hypothetical 
accident conditions.  

6.6.7 Benchmark Evaluation* 

The NRC staff has reviewed the benchmark evaluation of the calculations and found 
Sreasonable 

assurance that the'ca'Iculations are sufficient to determ ine an appropriate bias 
"and uncertainties for the criticality evaluation of the package.



7 Operating Procedures Review

REVIEW OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this review is to verify that the operating procedures comply with the 
requirements of Part 71 and ensure that the package will be operated in a manner consistent 
with the conditions assumed in its evaluation for approval.  

The CoC has been conditioned to specify that the package shall be both prepared for shipment 
and operated In accordance with detailed written operating procedures to be prepared by the 
applicant Procedures for preparation and operation shall be developed in accordance with the 
guidance presented within the application and shall include those tests and inspections detailed 
within the CoC.  

7.5.1 Package Loading 

The loading procedures for the GA-4 spent fuel shipping cask provide for both the typical wet 
loading at reactor sites and for dry loading at facilities where a hot cell is available.  

7.5.1.1 Preparation for Loading 

The package preparation procedures specify a receipt Inspection, radiation surveys, and 
contamination surveys of package-accessible surfaces and the trailer. A redundant lifting 
fixture Is specified and used If required for the heavy-loads specification of certain utilities.  
The preparation procedures also specify visual Inspection and replacement, if necessary, of 
seals that are part of the containment boundary. All containment boundary seals are verified 
to have been replaced within the previous 12 months, as specified In the maintenance 
procedures.  

7.5.1.2 Loading 

The loading procedures were reviewed by the NRC staff and found to contain sufficient detail 
to allow the applicant, as required by the CoC, to develop detailed loading procedures. The 
cask loading procedure requires specific Identification and verification that the fuel to be 
loaded in the cask meets the specifications of the CoC. Critical requirements both for the 
closure of the cask body and for the leak testing and transport readiness of the GA-4 cask 
have been made a part of the CoC. Those requirements Include the following: 

1) Identification of the fuel to be loaded and Independent verification that the fuel meets the 
specifications of Condition 5.b of the CoC.  

2) That before shipment the licensee shall: 
a) Perform a measured radiation survey to assure compliance with 49 CFR 173.441 and 

10 CFR 71.47 and assure that the neutron and gamma measurement instruments are 
calibrated for the energy spectrums being emitted from the package.
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b) Verify that measured dose rates meet the following correlation to demonstrate 
compliance with the design bases calculated hypothetical accident dose rates: 
3.4 x (peak neutron dose rate at any point on cask surface at Its midlength) + 
1.0 x (gamma dose rate at that location) s 1000 mR/hr.  

c) Verify that the surface removable contamination levels meet the requirements of 
49 CFR 173.443 and 10 CFR 71.87.  

d) Inspect all containment seals and closure sealing surfaces for damage. Leak test all 
containment seals with a gas pressure rise test after final closure of the package. The 
leak test shall have a test sensitivity of at least I x103 std-cm2/sec and there shall be no 
detectable pressure rise. A higher sensitivity acceptance and maintenance test may be 
required as discussed in SAR Chapter 8.  

3) Before leak testing, the following closure bolt and valve torque specifications: 
a) The cask lid bolts shall be torqued to 235 ± 15 ft-lbs.  
b) The gas sample valve and drain valve shall be torqued to 20 ± 2 ft-lbs.  

4) During wet loading operations and before leak testing, the removal of water and residual 
moisture from the containment vessel In accordance with the following specifications: 
a) Cask evacuation to a pressure of 0.2 psia (10 mm Hg) or less for a minimum of 1 hour.  
b) Verifying that the cask pressure rise is less than 0.1 psi in 10 minutes.  

5) Before shipment, Independent verification of the material condition of the neutron shield as 
described in SAR Section 7.1.1.4 or 7.1.2.4.  

7.5.1.3 Preparation for Transport 

The operating procedures specify decontamination of the accessible surfaces of the cask, 
before shipment, as required by 10 CFR 71.87(l). The procedures also specify providing written 
instructions to the carrier, as required by 10 CFR 71.47 for exclusive-use shipments. A thermal 
acceptance test will be performed on the first GA-4 cask to be fabricated, to verify the heat 
rejection capability of the packaging. This test is stipulated as a Condition of the Certificate.  
The test results will be correlated with the analytical predictions. Satisfactory performance of 
the thermal acceptance test will provide reasonable assurance that, before the first use of the 
package design, the external surface temperature requirements of 10 CFR 71.43(g) will be met 
for the design bases contents.  

The NRC staff has previously evaluated, In this document, and determined acceptable, 
provisions of the design and loading procedures with respect to radiation surveys, leakage 
testing, a tamper-indicating feature, and tie-downs.  

7.6.2 Package Unloading 

7.5.2.1 Receipt of a Package from Carrier 

Package receipt procedures were reviewed and found to have sufficient detail to allow a 
licensee a basis for the development of a detailed site-specific procedure for the receipt of a 
cask. The applicant specified a receipt Inspection, cask and trailer inspection (including the 
integrity of the tamper-indicating seals), and the performance of dose and contamination 
surveys to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 71.87.
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7.5.2.2 Preparation for Unloading 

The procedures for wet and dry unloading preparations were reviewed by the NRC staff and 
contain sufficient detail to provide the basis for the development of detailed procedures by 
the licensee. -Provisions are provided to check and depressurize the cask cavity to the 
facility's processing system. During wet unloading, provisions to monitor and control the cask 
refill rate, to prevent exceeding MNOP, are Included.  

7.5.2.3 Contents Removal 

The procedures for wet and dry unloading procedures were reviewed by the NRC staff and, 
with consideration for sequencing, contain the same acceptable provisions of the loading 
procedures. They contain siifficient detail, as required by the CoC and In conjunction with 
the empty package procedures,'to provide the basis for the development of detailed contents 
removal procedures by the licensee.  

7.6.3 Preparation of Empty Package for Transport 

The applicant's preparation procedures for empty package transport perform the appropriate 
radiation and contamination surveys, as required by 10 CFR 71.47, 71.87, and 49 
CFR 173.428. The procedures contain sufficient detail to provide the basis for the 
development of detailed procedures by the licensee.  

7.6 EVALUATION FINDINGS 

The operating procedures review resulted in the following findings: 

7.6.1 Package Loading 

The NRC staff has reviewed the proposed special controls and precautions for transport, 
loading, and handling and any proposed special controls, in case of accident or delay, and 
found reasonable assurance that they satisfy 10 CFR 71.35(c).  

The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the radiation survey requirements of the 
package exterior and found reasonable assurance that the limits specified in 10 CFR 71.47 
will be met.  

The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the temperature survey requirements of the 
package exterior and found reasonable assurance that the limits specified in 
10 CFR 71.43(g) will be met.  

The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the routine determinations for package use 
prior to transport and found reasonable assurance that the requirements of 10 CFR 71.87 will 
be met.
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The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the special instructions (if applicable) needed 
to safely open a package and found reasonable assurance that the procedures for providing 
the special instruction to the consignee are in accordance with the requirements of 
10 CFR 71.89.  

7.6.2 Package Unloading 

SThe N RC staff has reviewed the proposed special controls and precautions for unloading and 
handling and found reasonable assurance that they satisfy 10 CFR 71.35(c).  

7.6.3 Preparation of Empty Package for Transport 

The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the routine determinations for package use 
before transport and found reasonable assurance that the requirements of 10 CFR 71.87 will 
be met.  

7.6.4 Other Procedures 

The NRC staff made no findings with respect to other procedures.  
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8 Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Program Review 

REVIEW OBJECTIVE 

The objectives of this review are to verify that the acceptance tests for the packaging comply 
with the requirements of Part 71 for the package design and that a maintenance program will 
ensure acceptable packaging performance throughout its service life.  

Acceptance Tests 

Section 8.1 of the appliw.tion specifies all testing required on the GA-4 cask before its first use.  
SAR Table 8.1-1 summarizes the acceptance tests. The acceptance tests and inspections 
considered critical to the safe operation of the GA-4 are captured within the CoC.  

8.2A.1 Visual Inspections and Measurements 

The applicant has committed that the GA-4 cask materials of construction and welds shall be 
examined in accordance with the specifications dolineated on the GA-4 Spent Fuel Shipping 
Cask Packaging Assembly Drawing No. 031348, shcei 1 through 19, Revision D. The NRC 
staff has reviewed the commitments and has concluded that, if met, there Is reasonable 
assurance that the packagingWill be fabricated and assembled in accordance with drawings 
and other requirements specified in the SAR.  

8.2.4.2 Weld Inspections 

The GA-4 containment boundary components were designed in accordance with RG 7.6, 
"Design Criteria for the Structural Analysis of Shipping Cask Containment Vessels," ASME 
B&PV Code, Section i11, Subsection NB, 'Class I Components,' and Appendix F, Rules for 
Evaluation of Service Loadings with Level D Service Limits.' The applicant reviewed Section 111, 
Division 3, of the ASME Code, and determined that the current containment system design 
meets this standard, with the exception of the final fabrication weld.  
However, as discussed in Section 3.3 of NUREG/CR-3019, ORecommended Welding Criteria for 
Use in the Fabrication of Shipping Containers for Radioactive Materials," access limitations 
often hinder the ability of the fabricator to inspect multi-wall vessels in strict compliance with the 
ASME Code requirements. This is the case regarding the radiography of the final fabrication 
weld of the containment system. Because of the interface with the DU shield, this weld cannot 
be radiographed. This weld, however, is both volumetrically examined using ultrasonic testing, 
and by progressive liquid-penetrant inspection, after each weld pass, as discussed in 
NUREG/CR-3019.  

8.2.4.3 Structural and Pressure Tests 

The acceptance tests specify proof loading tests of the trunnions and redundant lifting 
sockets. The upper trunnions are tested with a vertical lift, the redundant lifting sockets are 
tested with a vertical lift, and all four trunnlons are tested for a horizontal lift. The vertical lifts 
apply a load to each trunnion and redundant lifting socket, for 10 minutes, equal to 300 
percent of one-half of the combined weight of the cask (without impact limittrs), contents, 
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and water in the cavity. The horizontal lift applies a load equal to 150 percent of one-quarter 
of the cask's design weight (55,000 lbs.) to each trunnion. Following the tests, all trunnions 
and lifting sockets are visually examined, and all welds are liquid-penetrant tested, following 
ASME Code, Subsection NG 5233.  

The MNOP was determined to be 74 psig In SAR Section 3.4.4 "Thermal Evaluation." The 
applicant conservatively used a MNOP of 80 psig In the cask pressure and drop analyses.  
The cask containment boundary shall be pressure-tested before first use to 150 percent of 
the MNOP, per the requirements of 10 CFR 71.85(b), to verify structural integrity. The 
containment vessel will be teste., to 120 psig, which is 150 percent of 80 psig, and is 
conducted In accordance with ASME Code Section III, Division 1. Subsection NB-6000.  
Accessible weld and material Inspections will be performed during the pressure hold to detect 
leakage and pressure decay and to verify the maintenance of structural Integrity and the 
absence of any permanent deformations.  

The applicant also specifies acceptance testing of the neutron shield. The details of the 
testing are proprietary and are specified within the SAR. The NRC staff reviewed the testing 
specifications and acceptance criteria and determined them to be acceptable.  

8.2.4.4 Leakage Tests 

Fabrication leakage tests shall be performed on all containment components, including the 
0-ring seals, to verify that the containment boundary leakage rate does not exceed the 
maximum allowable design leakage rate of 1 x10"7 std-cm3/sec. The fabrication leakage tests 
shall have a test sensitivity equal to or greater than 5 x 10.4 std-cm3lsec. The acceptance 
criterion specified in the test procedures are consistent with the containment evaluations.  

The DU cavity is also tested for leakage through the cask cavity liner. A leakage rate of less 
than 1 x1O' std-cm3/sec, with a test sensitivity of 5 x 10"* std-cm2/sec, is acceptable to show 
that the cavity liner is leak tight.  

8.2.4.5 Component Tests 

Tests are performed to verify the nominal crush strength of the aluminum honeycomb to be 
used in the impact limiters. Qualification tests of the honeycomb are performed to establish 
the temperature effects on the crush strength of each honeycomb type, and verifications tests 
of the crush strength of each honeycomb production lot are performed. The NRC staff has 
reviewed these tests and finds reasonable assurance that they will adequately demonstrate 
the performance of the aluminum honeycomb.  

0.2.4.6 Shielding Tests 

The Integrity of the cask shielding will be determined during cask fabrication. The DU 
procurement specification requires a gamma scan to ensure there are no discontinuities and 
specifies a source strength, scanning rate, and grid spacing to provide 100 percent inspection 
coverage. Specifications are provided of the supplier to certify that the neutron shield 
material meets the minimum requirements specified in the shielding analysis. GA will 
perform an independent chemical analysis of the neutron shield for verification. GA also



specifies detailed first-usc gamma and neutron dose readings, scaled up to the design basis 
fuel source, to ensure that the dose readings will be below the limits of 10 CFR 71.47.  

8.2.4.7 Neutron Absorber Tests 

The B4C c&riticality control pellets Inserted Into drilled holes within the FSS are tested for B-10 
enrichment and total weight. The full extent of these specifications was described in 
Chapter 6 of this evaluation and were determined to be acceptable.  

8.2.4.8 Thermal Tests 

The first GA-4 cask shall be subjected to a thermal acceptance test, to verify the heat 
rejection capability of the packaging. The test will be conducted in the horizontal (transport) 
condition, with a heat source and dimensions approximating the design basis thermal spent 
fuel contents. The cask will be backfilled with air rather than helium, and an Insulated lid will 
be used, Instead of the closure, to allow penetrations for temperature Instrumentation. The 
results will be correlated with the analytical predictions presented In the thermal evaluation.  
The NRC staff reviewed the proposed methods and acceptance criteria and has reasonable 
assurance that they can be carried out in a satisfactory manner.  

Maintenance Tests 

Section 8.2 of the application specifies a maintenance program for the GA-4 cask. The 
maintenance program includes: (1) annual testing of the neutron shielding, as discussed 
previously in SER Section 8.2.4.3; (2) annual containment system periodic verification 
leakage tests; (3) containment system assembly verification leakage tests, before shipment; 
(4) replacement of containment boundary O-ring seals after third use and before the annual 
leakage testing; (5) annual checks on the material condition of the neutron shield; and (6) 
visual Inspection of various package components before loading and shipment.  

8.3.4.1 Structural and Pressure Tests 

The neutron shield will be tested annually, as previously evaluated In SER Section 8.2.4.3.  
Other than the tests required before first use, no other structural or pressure te:ts are 
necessary to ensure continued performance of the packaging.  

8.3.4.2 Leakage Tests 

The containment boundary O-ring seals are to be replaced after their third use and before the 
containment system's annual verification leakage test. The O-ring seals shall be tested to 
show a leak rate of less than I xl0 7 std-cmrlsec. The leak test shall have a test sensitvty 
of at least 5 x 10`* std-cm=/sec.  

If a containment component is replaced or repaired, the affected portion shall be tested to 
show a leak rate of less than I x10'" std-cm3/sec. The leak test shall have a test sensitivity 
of at least 5 x 10'8 std-cm3/sec.
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8.3.4.3 Component Tests

All fasteners and threaded inserts are visually inspected, and replaced if necessary, before 
each shipment. The closure bolts and Impact limiter bolts shall be replaced every 20 years.  
The Impact limiters are visually Inspected annually and before each shipment, to ensure that 
they are in an unimpaired physical condition. Lifting and tie-down trunnions are visually 
receipt Inspected, Including the trunnion wear surfaces.  

8.3.4.4 Neutron Absorber Tests 

After the Initial fabrication Inspections and verifications, no further special maintenance 
is required.  

8.3.4.5 Thermal Tests 

Before first use, each package williundergo a thermal acceptance test to verify that its heat 
rejection capabilities are consistent with the thermal analysis. The cask design and 
maintenance provisions prevent deterioration of the heat transfer mechanisms over time. No 
special further testing and maintenance are required.  

Evaluation Findings 

The NRC staff has reviewed the Identification of the codes, standards, and provisions of the 
QA program applicable to maintenance of the packaging and found reasonable assurance 
that the requirements specified In 10 CFR 71.31(c) and 10 CFR 71.37 (b) will be met.  

The NRC staff has reviewed the description of the routine determinations for package use 
before transport and found reasonable assurance that the requirements of 10 CFR 71.87(b) 
and 10 CFR 71.87(g) will be met.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the statements and representations contained in the application, as supplemented, 
and the conditions listed above, we have concluded that the Model No. GA-4 package meets 
the requirements of Part 71.  

Principal Contributors: 

'D. Carlson 
S. Hogsett 
C. Interrante 
E. Keegan 
T. McGinty 
D. Tang 
M. Waters
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Based on the statements and representations contained In the application, as supplemented, 
and the conditions listed above, we have concluded that the Model No. GA-4 package meets 
the requirements 'of Part 71.
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